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Marie Knowlton 2005, Norma Reppucci 2005
Jeffrey Taylor 2005
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C. Richard Webber 2004
Lynn Davis Adams 2004
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38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 2002, Article 45, under the provisions ofRSA
31:1 9-a, known as the Police Safety Equipment Fund, for the purpose of purchasing personal
safety equipment for police personnel. (Recommended by Selectmen)
39. To see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 31 :95-c to restrict
revenues from the Pay-by-Bag system and the Recycling Center to expenditures for the purpose
of solid waste disposal. Such revenues and expenditures shall be accounted in a special revenue
fund to be known as the Transfer Station/Recycling Center fund, separate from the general fund.
Any surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part of the general fund accumulated surplus and
shall be expended only after a vote by legislative body to appropriate a specific amount from said
fund for a specific amount from said fund for a specific purpose related to the purpose of the
fund or source of revenue. (By Request) (By secret Ballot)
40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 .8 1 5 for the
purpose of supporting the Eagle Scout project with the amount to be offset by surplus.
(Recommended by Selectmen)
41. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($150,000) for the purpose of a Town wide Revaluation to include new tax
maps. This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the
revaluation is completed or by December 31, 2005, whichever is sooner with $50,000 to come
from the Property Revaluation Capitol Reserve Fund Established 1999 Article 43, the balance to
be offset by surplus. (Recommend by Selectmen) (Majority vote required).
42. To the inhabitants of the town of Richmond, in the county of Cheshire in said state,
qualified to vote in town affairs:
Amend the ordinance as follows:
RSA 72:28 1 1 which reads Veterans Tax Credit of $50.00. Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA
72:28 V & VI to increase the Veterans Tax Credit from $50.00 to $100.00?" (By Petition)
43. To the inhabitants of the town of Richmond, in the county of Cheshire in said state,
qualified to vote in town affairs:
Amend the ordinance as follows:
RSA 72:29-a 1 which reads Surviving Spouse of a veteran who died or was killed on active duty
Tax Credit of $700.00; shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 72:29-a 1 1 to increase the
Veterans Surviving Spouse Tax Credit from $700.00 to $1,400.00? (By Petition)
44. To the inhabitants of the town of Richmond, in the county of Cheshire in said state,
qualified to vote in town affairs:
Amend the ordinance as follows:
RSA 72:35 1 which reads Veterans Service Connected Total & Permanent Disability Tax Credit
of $700.00; shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:29-a 1 1 to increase the Veterans Tax Credit
from $700.00 to $1,400.00. (By Petition)
Tkt llcahii ( arc for Vn H&Hipskift Resolution
\n bereas, Ncm Hampshire residents paj die 12th highest cost of insurance in ilio country; and
w bereas, the cost ofhealth insurance premiums for families has increased by 45% over the
three years; m\^\
W hereas, I IH),0(H) New I lampshire residents have no health coverage and 77° o ot them have a
t'ull-lime worker at home; and
W lu-tcas, due to these rising COStS almost half of New Hampshire's small business cannot
afford health coverage fbf their employees, therefore be it resolved
I hat we. the em/ens ot' Rill 1MOND, New Hampshire, eall on our elected officials from all
levels ofgovernment, and those seeking office, to work with consumers, businesses, and health
care providers to ensure that:
- Everyone, including the self-employed, unemployed, un - and underinsured, and
small business owners has access to an affordable basic health plan similar to
what federal employees receive;
- K.\ ery one, including employers, consumers, and the state, local and federal
government makes a responsible and fair contribution to finance the health care
SJ stem;
- El ery one receives high quality care that is cost efficient and medically effective;
and
- That these efforts help control the skyrocketing cost of health care.
The above language represents a resolution signed by the required number ofRICHMOND
registered voters. We request that this be placed on the 2003 Warrant for town consideration.
This resolution is non-binding and represents no fiscal impact.
46. To see if the Town will vote to approve the limiting of pre-payment of taxes to only
the pre-payment of property taxes. (By request of Tax Collector) (Recommended by Selectmen)
47. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sign contracts necessary
for the operation of Town affairs.
48. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for the use
of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
49. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property.
50. To hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore chosen and to take any
action thereon.
51. To take any action that may legally come before the meeting.
10.
Given under our hand and seal, this 20th day of February, in the year of Our Lord, Two
Thousand and three.
Selectmen
(^tC<rr: <^....2^. . .^C of
L_j_ O f\ I Richmond






SELECTBOARD MEMBERS RECEIVE THE 250th BIRTHDAY PLAQUE
DANA TAYLOR, MIRIAM JOHNSON, ART AMATO
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8 re Department Equipment Fund
Meadowood
Highways, Street! A Roads
ghwaysA Streets (*2003 Block Grant = $45,090)
21 Blinker
Sanitation
22 SV\ I hsposal - V\ inchesler A: I la/ardous Waste Collections
Outside Agencies
23 1 lame 1 [ealth Care
24 Monadnock Family Services
25 Keene Community Kitchen
2 Southwestern Community Services




3» I 1 lderh Assistance-
Culture & Parks
3 1 Community Park Maintenance. Mowing + Equipment
40 Eagle Scout Project
25') Commission Misc. + Activity




35 I a\ Anticipation Notes (TAN)
Capital Reserve Funds
37. Fire Truck Capitol Reserve Fund (1995)
Police Car Capitol Reserve Fund ( 1 998)
Municipal Building Capitol Reserve Fund (1999)
4 1 Pn iperty Re-evaluation Capitol Reserve Fund ( 1 999)
38 Police Safetv Equipment Fund (2002)
Public Safety Radio Communication Equipment Fund (2002) 5,000
TOTALS $498,438
*runds will come from other sources
1002 2002 2003
Appropriated Expanded Proposed






24,255 20,165 2 1,850
10,000 1,359 5.000
212224 19,954 22.000












1.000 1 ,000 1,000




l 41,700 46,694 59,600
















































Miriam "Mim" Johnson 2005
RICHMOND 250 COMMISSION
C. Richard Webber (Dec. 2002)
Diana Gallagher (Dec. 2002), Richard Dickinson (Dec. 2002)
Paul "Sandy" Laughner (Dec. 2002), Marie Knowlton (March 2003)
RICHMOND TOWN BAND
5.




I he polls will open from 1 l :00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
[*o the inhabitants ofthe [own ofRichmond, in the Count) of Cheshire in said state.
Qualified to vote in [own Affairs;
V ou are hereb) notified to meet at the Veterans Memorial Hall in said Richmond on
I uesda) the 1 1 th of March, next at 1 1 :00 A.M. of the clock in the morning to act upon the
following subjects:
1 1 o choose all neccssan I own Officers for the year ensuing.
At 7:00 P.M. the following;
2. [o see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $44,700 for
Executive Salaries and Expenses. (Recommended by Selectmen)
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $32,220 for Election,
Registration &Vital Statistics. (Recommended by Selectmen)
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $24,850 for Financial
Administration. (Recommended by Selectmen)
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for Damages
and Legal Expenses. (Recommended by Selectmen)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $22,000 for
Employee Benefits. (Recommended by Selectmen)
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,300 for Local and
Regional Planning and Zoning. (Recommended by Selectmen)
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $26,000 for General
Government Buildings. (Recommended by Selectmen)
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,300 for
Cemeteries. (Recommended by Selectmen)
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 8,000 for
Insurance. (Recommended by Selectmen)
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $- - for the full
operating expenses of the Police Department to include upgrading the position of Chief of Police
with a salary of $ - - plus benefits to full time, or take any action thereon. (By Petition) (Not
Recommended by Selectmen) (Petitioned for Secret Ballot)
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 50,600 for the
Police Department. (Recommended by Selectmen)
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for
Ambulance Service. (Recommended by Selectmen)
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,500 for the Fire
Department. (Recommended by Selectmen)
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 5,000 for the
Rescue Squad. (Recommended by Selectmen)
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 5,350 for
Emergency Management. (Recommended by Selectmen)
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100 for the Health
Department. (Recommended by Selectmen)
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Fire
Department Equipment Fund. (Recommended by Selectmen)
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for the
Meadowood County Area Fire Department. (Recommended by Selectmen)
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise $77,010 and appropriate the sum of $122,100
for Highways and Streets. (Recommended by Selectmen)
21
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1000 for Street
Lighting. (Recommended by Selectmen)
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $59,600 for Solid
Waste Disposal. (Recommended by Selectmen)
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
Home Health Care and Community Service. (By Request) (Recommended by Selectmen)
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $- - for the
Monadnock Family & Mental Health Service. (By Request) (Recommended by Selectmen)
- sec ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$500 for Hie
nmunit) Kitchen, Inc (B) Request) (Recommended bj Selectmen)
26 ro sec ifthe I own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum oi'%- - for the
Southwestern Community Services, Inc. (B) Request) (Recommended B) Selectmen)
I o see if the 1 o\\ n will \ Ote to raise aiul appropriate the sum of $• - tor Camp
Holiday I H\ Request) (Recommended B) Selectmen)
1% ! o see if the I own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the
S naritans. (Bj Request) (Recommended B) Selectmen)
29 1 see if the I own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2000 for Direct
Assistance, with the amount to be offset b) surplus. (Recommended bj Selectmen)
JO 1 o see il'the 1 own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for
Intergovernmental W elfare, with the amount to be offset by surplus. (Recommended by
S< ectmen)
31. 1 see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for the
Community Park Commission. (Recommended by Selectmen)
32. 1 o see ifthe 1 own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for the
Recreation Committee. (Recommended by Selectmen)
33. 1 o see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $750 for the Beach
C ommittee. (Recommended by Selectmen)
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 8,905.00 for the
I ibrary (Recommended by Selectmen)
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for Interest
on I ax Anticipation Notes, with the amount to be offset by surplus. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $189,000 for a new
1 ire Truck with $134,000 from the Expendable General Trust Fund, Established 1995, Article
36. under the provisions of RSA 31 :19-a, Fire/Rescue Vehicle Replacement Fund, and $55,000
to come from taxation. (Requested by the Fire Department) (Recommend by Selectmen)
37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to
the Expendable General Fund Trust Fund. Established 1995, Article 36, under the provisions of
RSA 31 :19-a. Fire/Rescue Vehicle Replacement Fund, for the purpose of purchasing replacement
Fire/Rescue vehicles. (Recommended by Selectmen)
RICHMOND TOWN MEETING AND ELECTION RESULTS
MARCH 12, 2002
The moderator pro- temp introduced himself as Bill Watt, and stated that the regular
moderator was in Hawaii. In order to conduct an orderly meeting, the moderator stated
the following basic rules he would be using: people will be invited to speak by the
moderator; comments should be addressed to the moderator; no person to person
arguments will be allowed; no new articles can be introduced; once articles are acted upon
they will not be allowed back on the floor for reconsideration; articles on the warrant may
be amended, but the amendment may not change the intent of the article; as moderator he
will decide whether an amendment is valid; town residents may introduce a motion to
override the moderator on any issue where his decision is thought to be arbitrary or
incorrect. He then said that he would close the polls when the voting line ended or about
7:30 PM.
Brother Andre Marie of St. Benedicts gave the invocation. The flag salute was led by
Michael Pearsall, Fire Chief.
The meeting was called to order at 7:1 1 PM
A resident asked questions about the inventory and the annual report.
1
.
OFFICERS VOTED ON EARLIER:
Selectman for three (3) years, Miriam Johnson - 189
Trustee of Trust Funds for three (3) years, C. Richard Webber - 226
Trustee of Trust Funds for two (2) years, Steve Boscarino - 6
Supervisor of the Checklist for six (6) years, Jim Buzzell - 17
Moderator for two (2) years, Theodore Aldrich - 233
Planning Board for three (3) years, John Hillock - 133, Richard Drew - 120
Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years, Beverly Hart - 130
Library Trustee for three (3) years, Elaine Moriarity - 237
Supervisor of the Checklist for three (3) years, Marcia Lee - 219
2. The Town voted by ballot on the 2002 revision to the Richmond Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Richmond Planning Board in accordance with the statutes of the State
ofNew Hampshire.
Amendment #1 The Town voted in favor of Amendment #1 as follows: To add to
Article 101 the preservation of agricultural lands and buildings as a legitimate
purpose of the zoning ordinance (consistent with recent statutory changes). 166 -
yes; 99 - no Passed.
Amendment #2 The Town voted in favor of Amendment #2 as follows: To add to
13.
Article 30° provision that allows steeples to exceed the current 35-foot height
limitation, provided they have a fall /one equal to 1.5 times the height and that
the\ aie not accessible from am attached building 174 - yes; 96 - no Passed.
Amendment HO The Town voted m favor of Amendment #3 as follows: To allow
houses ofworship b) special exception in the Residential District (Article 401.6).
Article 1001 1 will also be changed if this amendment is adopted. 144 - yes; 124
DO Passed
Amendment HM The Town voted in favor of Amendment #4 as follows: To
increase the setback of wells and septic systems from property lines from 25 feet to
feet to prevent restrictions on a neighbor's property (applicable to both the
Residential and Lake shore District) 134 - yes, 131 - no Passed.
Amendment #5 The Town voted in favor of Amendment #5 as follows: To clarify
on Article 601 that the Wetlands Conservation District includes - besides areas
identified on the District map - any other wetlands identified by a surveyor, a soil
scientist, an engineer, the Conservation Commission or the Planning Board. (This
is not a change, merely a clarification.) 135 - yes; 127 - no Passed.
Amendment #6 The Town voted against Amendment #6 as follows: To require in
the Wetlands District that not only may wetlands not constitute more than 50% of
the minimum lot size (current language), but in addition, uplands must be
contiguous and must constitute at least 50% of the minimum lot size. 1 17 - yes;
144 - no Failed.
Amendment #7 The Town voted against Amendment #7 as follows: To establish
an Aquifer Protection District applicable to areas identified by NH Department of
Environmental Services aquifer mapping and 200 feet beyond these boundaries.
The purpose of this district is to protect pollution of Richmond's major water
source, and to this end uses would not be permitted that are considered to be
pollution sources such as solid waste disposal, salt storage, etc., with the exception
of approved uses currently in operation. With the exception of lots of record
before March 12, 2002, single family homes would need 6 acres and 350 feet of
road frontage, in order to reduce the concentration of septic systems; duplex,
multi-family units and cluster developments would not be permitted. Agricultural
uses must conform to the State's Best Management Practices; excavations and
new septic systems could not be closer than 6 feet above the water table, and
underground fuel storage tanks would have to be removed within 2 years of
approval of this amendment. Rice Brook and any other water body that is
determined to feed the aquifer must conform to the provisions of the Wetlands
Conservation District, except that the boundary would be 100 feet rather than 75
feet. (If this amendment passes, Article 2 would be amended to add this as a
District) 65 - yes; 204 - no Failed.
Amendment #8 The Town voted against Amendment #8 as follows: To include
variances as well as special exceptions (currently required) in Article 903.1,fas
requiring site plan review by the Planning Board before approval of building
permits. 120 -yes; 125 -no Failed
14.
Amendment #9 The Town voted in favor of Article #9 as follows: To include the
responsibilities of the zoning Board of Adjustment as stated in State law in the
zoning ordinance so that residents will be informed. (These amendments do not
change the responsibilities.) The requirements for a variance are changed from
being in the public interest to not being contrary to the public interest. Appeals
from administrative decisions based on interpretation of the zoning ordinance (a
right of residents) is fully described (1001.4). It includes Town administrators and
the Planning Board. The Zoning Board of Adjustment has the authority to grant
an equitable waiver of dimensional requirement when a lot or structure is
discovered to be in violation of a physical layout or dimensional requirement
(1001 .5). The Zoning Board of Adjustment also has the authority to charge
applicants for fees when outside help is needed to evaluate applications (1001.6)
136 -yes; 110 -no Passed.
3. The Town voted to hear a report from the Richmond 250 Commission regarding the
first Town Meeting and the election system used for the first two hundred years. Passed.
C. Richard Webber, Chairman of the Richmond 250 Commission, gave this report.
4. The Town voted to establish the office of Custodian of the Richmond 250 Cane, to be
elected annually, and with duties to be aware of the location of the cane and to effect the transfer
of the cane to the oldest resident on the death or departure of the previous holder. Passed.
5. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $37,610 for Executive Salaries
and Expenses. Passed.
6. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,898 for Election, Registration
&Vital Statistics. Passed.
7. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $24,255 for Financial
Administration. Passed.
8. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for Damages and Legal
Expenses. Passed.
9. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $21,224 for Employee Benefits.
10. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,100 for Local and Regional
Planning and Zoning. Passed.
The Moderator declared the polls closed. (7:35 p.m.)
1 1
.
The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,500 for General Government
Buildings. Passed.
12. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,100 for Cemeteries. Passed
Resident Ronald Raymond suggested that volunteers be used to paint the cemetery fence.
13. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $14,000 for Insurance. Passed.
14. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $42,750.00 for the Police
15.
Department An amendment was made to raise and appropriate $o5,000.00 tor the Police
Department Amendment Failed Article Passed
15 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for Ambulance Service.
Pass*
L6 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,000 for the Fire Department.
Passed
The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 6,000 for the Rescue Squad.
Passed ["here was a round of applause for the Rescue Squad.




The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $100 for the Health Department.
Passed
20 The Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Fire
Department Equipment Fund An amendment was made to raise and appropriate $5,000 for the
Fire Department Equipment fund There was no second. No action was taken on the
amendment Article Passed.
2 1 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for the Meadowood
County Area Fire Department. Passed.
22 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 17,850 for Highways and
Streets, with $41,886 to come from the Highway Block Grant and $75,974 from taxation. Passed.
Resident John Rule mentioned a potentially dangerous bus stop near his house on Old Homestead
Highway The moderator expressed sympathy, but stated this was not relevant to the question.
He suggested that John could discuss the situation with the selectmen.
23 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1000 for Street Lighting.
Passed
24 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $41,700 for Solid Waste
Disposal Passed.
25. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for the Home Health Care
and Community Service. Passed.
26. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,346 for the Monadnock
Family & Mental Health Service. Passed.
27. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $650 for The Community
Kitchen, Inc Passed
28. The Town did not vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the Southwestern
Community Services, Inc 30 -yes, 39 -no Failed by hand vote.
16.
29. The Town did not vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Samaritans.
Failed.




The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3000 for Direct Assistance.
Passed. A resident asked if this article could be set up as a revolving fund.
32. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for Intergovernmental
Welfare. Passed. A resident asked if this could be set up as a revolving fund.
33. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for the Community Park
Commission. Passed.
The Moderator called for a 10-minute recess.
34. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 dollars for the operating
expenses of the Richmond 250 Commission. Passed.
35. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $550.00 to make basic repairs to
the Telephone Building, and to mark it as the site of the first Dial Telephone Exchange in New
Hampshire. Passed.
36. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the
Richmond 250 parades in May. Passed.
37. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for the Recreation
Committee. Passed.
38. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for the Beach Committee.
Passed.
39. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,705.00 for the Library.
Passed.
40. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for Interest on Tax




The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1995, Article 36, under the provisions ofRSA
3 1 : 19-a, Fire/Rescue Vehicle Replacement Fund, for the purpose of purchasing replacement
Fire/Rescue vehicles, the Board of Selectmen designated agents of fund. Passed.
42. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1998. Article 38, under the provisions ofRSA
3 1 : 19-a, known as the Police Vehicle Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a new Police Vehicle.
Passed.
17.
43 l'he low n \ Oted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to add to the Expendable
General Fund Trust Fund Established 1999 Article 42 under the provisions of RSA 3 1 : 19-a
known is the Municipal Building Fund, for the purpose of building a new municipal building(s).
Passed
44 The Town voted (0 raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund under the provisions of RSA 3 1 : 19-a known as the
Propeit) Revaluation Fund, for the purpose of Revaluation of all property in town. Passed.
45 The Town voted to create a Expendable General Trust Fund under provisions of RSA
3 1 1 °-a to be known as the Police Safety Equipment Fund, for the purpose of purchasing personal
safety equipment for the police officers, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to be
placed in this fund and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen agents to expend this fund.
Passed.
46 The Town voted to create an Expendable General Trust Fund under the provisions of
RSA 3 1 19-a to be known as the Public Safety Radio Communication Equipment Fund, for the
purpose of purchasing and /or upgrading radio communication equipment, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5000.00 to be placed in this fund, and to designate the Richmond Board
of Selectmen as the agents to expend the fund. Passed.
47 The Town voted to authorize the placement of the Patriot Monument on property
located adjacent to the Veterans Memorial Hall. The exact location to be determined at a later
date Passed.
Articles 48, 49, and 50 were considered together.
48. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sign contracts necessary for the
operation of Town affairs. Passed.
49. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for the use of the Town
in anticipation of taxes. Passed.
50. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property. Passed.
5 1
.
The Town was asked to hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore
chosen and to take any action thereon. There being no reports, no vote was taken.
52 The Town voted to take any action that may legally come before the meeting. Passed.
53. Non-published Article. A motion was made to recognize resident John Rule for his
rescue assistance in the tragedy ofNew York City on September 11, 2001. Passed.
Motion to adjourn at 9:45 p.m. Passed.
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Taxes receivable - net
Due from other governments
Due from other funds
Total Assets
$ 84,811 $ 34,487 $ 6,434 $ 125,732




$ 1,059,660 $ 77,999 $ 215,181 $ 1,352,840
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable $ 13,711 $ 13,711
Due to other funds $ 7,361 7,361
Due to other governments 622,899
636,610
622,899
Total Liabilities $ - 7,361 643,97'
Fund Balances:
Reserved:
kes>ci ved for endowments 8,880 8,880
Unreserved:
Designated 21,710 194,642 216,352
Undesignated 423,050 56,289 4,298 483,637
Total Fund Balances 423,050 77,999 207,820 708,869
Total Liabilities and Fund Balances $ 1,059,660 $ 77,999 $ 215,181 $ 1,352,840
19.
QBITB
um\ O] RICHMOND,NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures ind Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental and Sirmlai ["rust Fund rypea
l or the Yeai Ended Decemba 31. 2001
Re> enues
[axes






Fund I ypes Fund Types
ExpendableSpecial
Geneial Revenue Trust lotal




26,839 $ 4,905 $ 7,067 38,811











Excess of Revenues over Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Opcidting transfers in
Operating transfers out
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
over (under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1, as restated
Residual equity transfer

























$ 423,050 5 77,999 $ 695,691
20.
EXHIBIT C
TOWN OF RICHMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis) - General Fund





































Excess of Revenues over
(under) Expenditures (40,685) 23,863 64,548
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Operating transfers in
Operating transfers out







Excess of Revenues and Other
Sources over Expenditures
and Other Uses
Fund Balance - January 1
Residual equity transfer









Collector's Report Year I nd 2002
1 he 2002 tax year was not bonne our 2001 2nd hill did not go out until February of 2002.
That pushed the cut ue tax year Offand took until August to complete the cycle (that is normally
done b\ the first week in May).
Vskk from the delay, revenue collections were good and our delinquent taxes continue the
downward trend We have set up a couple ofcross indexes to help find properties where the
owner, or map and lot, arc not known - thanks to Dom Mondello for his efforts here.
I fnfortunatel) . we still cannot look up a property by street address (although we can sometimes
do it with the fire department's list). I am hoping the new system that will be coming with our
re-evaluation will solve this problem.
\ reminder: ifyou arc selling or refinancing please give your bank/agent your Account / Serial
or Map and lot.
The dela\ in billing happened again for the second issue of 2002 (issued January 2003). In all
likelihood this problem will be solved in 2003. Escrow account people should keep an eye on
the escrow account amount in January 2004 - there might be 1/3 too much withheld.
Neil Moriarty Februan 7. 2003
TAX COLLECTOR, NEIL MORIARTY
22.
Tax Collector's Report
Delinquent Taxes for Prior Levies
Act# Ser# Taxpayer Name
Tax Due - Plus Interest
1999 & Prior
2001 2000 Levies
9 10 Amato, Thomas
9 10 Amato, Thomas
1045 931 Carter, Michelle & Scott
110 170 Clark, James & Carol
701 52 Corey, & Jeannine E, Ronald
1113 311 Dicks, & Robin, Trevor
1001 555 Ellis, Robert H
999 531 Gallagher, George C
904 674 Keenan, James R
688 376 Kroll, Charles & Madeline
1159 396 Mason, & Eleana R, Donna L
606 278 Miner, Susan, co Susan Mann
1174 185 Pratt, Bonnie E
901 576 Sprague Brook Inc
481 696 Sullivan, William
481 697 Sullivan, William
481 698 Sullivan, William
645 387 Williams, Theodore
1215 700 Lutz, & Melissa, Leighton A






















Unpaid 2002 1st Issue only Value $5 or more Amount Due
tod • Serial # Taxpayer Name Plus Interest
9 10 Amato. Thomas $ 339
1055 716 Arnold. Steven L & Donna C 11
1121 Bannister. Bonnie L, Joseph E 611
1121 721 Bannister, Bonnie L, Joseph E 1,224
25 42 Barfield. Brian & Karen 338
30 45 Bartos, Richard 1,048
30 868 Bartos. Richard 328
1214 453 Benoit. Todd A 664
76 834 Brewer. Kevin & Mary 1,105
"4^ 96 Brewer. Susan 329
85 138 Brown. Edward & Deanna 92
91 144 Bugatch. Sharon P 1,315
1045 931 Carter, Michelle & Scott 795
110 170 Clark, James & Carol 1,617
701 52 Corey, & Jeannine E, Ronald 1,047
1199 211 Deegan, & Brenda Germain, Mark 20
1113 311 Dicks, & Robin, Trevor 1,178
1128 260 Dutton, & Debora, Francis P 711
1001 555 Ellis, Robert H 1,163
999 531 Gallagher, George C 443
198 281 Garone, Marsha L 5,734
217 304 Gurian, Michael 1,928
235 345 Heise, Roy & Shirley 24
904 674 Keenan, James R 1,548
303 250 LaPlume,& Judith M, Russel J 628
1215 700 Lutz. & Melissa, Leighton A 1,047
1 159 396 Mason, & Eleana R, Donna L 323
1089 408 Massi, & Robyn Filliman, David 1,258
1099 291 McCaul, & Heather R Canfield, 662
342 486 Menter, John & Sheila 603
606 278 Miner, Susan, co Susan Mann 216
606 278 Miner, Susan, co Susan Mann 632
647 511 Mullins, Virgil 272
643 757 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 89
1174 185 Pratt, Bonnie E 1,049
816 650 Salett, Peter 26
471 684 Snow, Wayne & Sherry 1,428
430 626 Stauble, Eric 29
481 696 Sullivan, William 43
481 697 Sullivan, William 74
481 698 Sullivan, William 116
485 821 Swanson, Marcia 169
1258 677 Toner, & Jennifer L, Anthony J 22
1239 786 Vetre, &Patricia, Francis 61
1193 783 Westover, & Nancy Askin, Dana 1,137
538 800 Whitten, Randy W 236
877 379 Wilkins, Raymond & Carole 118
877 379 Wilkins, Raymond & Carole 774
645 387 Williams, Theodore 963
547 810 Wyman, George & Margaret 293
548 812 Yale Univ., c/o Dir schl Forest 45
548 813 Yale Univ., c/o Dir schl Forest 33
548 814 Yale Univ., c/o Dir schl Forest 32
548 815 Yale Univ., c/o Dir schl Forest 30_
1 36,018
24.
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Finance Bureau




Less: Shared Revenues 6,204
Add: Overlay 22,403
War Service Credits 4,250
Net Town Appropriation 119,298
Special Adjustment
Approved Town/City Tax Effort
SCHOOL PORTION
Net Local School Budget (Gross Approp. - Revenue)
Regional School Apportionment 1,739,002
Less: Adequate Education Grant (581,427)
State Education Taxes (288,012)









Equalized Valuation(no utilities) x $5.80
49,657,263 288,012
Divide by Local Assessed Valuation (no utilities)
51,769,999
Excess State Education Taxes to be Remitted to State




Approved County Tax Effort
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County 159,154




26.64Total Property Taxes Assessed 1,435,357
Less: War Service Credits (4,250)
Add: Village District Commitment(s)
Total Property Tax Commitment 1,431,107
PROOF OF RATE
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
State Education Tax (no utilities) 51,769,999 5.56 288,012
All Other Taxes 54,436,252 21.08 1,147,345
1,435,357
TRC# C'B L ( TRC# a 3 l
25.
DEPARTMENT OE REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal rin*nn ^ Bureau
2002 Tax Rate Calculation (Cont'd)
town/city: Richmond
Analysis Of Values Assigned to Local and Cooperative School District(s)





o of Town's Cost










*Pay These Amounts to School(s)
The cost of an adequate education is determined by the Department
Education based on weighted average daily membership in resider^ce in
each school district. Each school district's percentage of total is
then calculated. Each percentage is then multiplied by the Town's
share of the state education tax amount to allocate a portion/of the
state education taxes to each school district.
The difference between the adequate education for eacft'school district
and each school district's share of the state education/axes becomes





Pay Directly to State
Paid Directly from State
26.
TREASURER'S REPORT
BALANCE ON HAND, BANK OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, January 1 , 2002 72,757.73
Transferred from NH Public Deposit during 2002 124,035.21
Town Clerk
Motor Vehicle Registration Fees 147, 1 1 5.00
Copy Machine Fees 1 01 .00
Dump Stickers 2,710.00
Federal Liens & UCC 398.00











Property Tax 2002 773,703.93
Property Tax 2001 61 7,827.97
2002 Credit Memo 2,366.92
Property Tax Interest 3,677.45
Property Tax Penalty 2,456.25
Yield Tax 2002 27,742.68
Yield Tax 2001 3,796.50
Yield Tax Interest 408.17
Gravel Tax 2002 254.04
Tax Lien 2001 57,350.68
Tax Lien 2000 24,695.89
Tax Lien 1999 19,653.37
Tax Lien 1998 1,527.00
Tax Lien 1995 327.57
Tax Lien Interest 12,709.91
Tax Lien Penalty 408.24
Tax Lien Pay Taxes 1 , 1 1 2.50
Miscellaneous 193.37
State of New Hampshire
NH Revenue Sharing 42,822.58







Cheshire County YMCA 1 ,500.00
Miscellaneous Revenue 163.34
Zoning Ordinances 30.00
Sub Division Regulations 122.87
Sub Division 10.00
Driveway Permits 150.00
Site Plan Review 249.24
Forest Fire 107.19




































NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT - General Account
Balance in NH Public Deposit, January 1, 2002
Deposit in NH Public Deposit
Transferred from NHPD to Bank of New Hampshire
Interest earned






POLICE DRUG CONFISCATION FUND
Balance 01/01/02
Interest earned
Withdrawal to close and add to General Fund




FIRE DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT FUND
Balance 01/01/02
Interest earned
Withdrawal to close and add to General Fund











I hereby submit my report of receipts from January 1, 2 002
through December 31, 2 002.










2 VETE Issued Free
Municipal Agent Fees
Subdivision Regulations




































































Town Clerk Vital Statistics
Town Clerk UCC & Fed Liens



















































































































































Total General Gov't Buildings



















































Town Report Publ & Printing




Uniforms and Personal Equipment
PSNH






















BUDGET 2002 EXPENDED 2002 VARIANCE
2,100 00 2,071.00 29.00
2,100 00 2,071.00 29.00
7,000 00 9,800 00 (2,800.00)

















































Rescue Squad Vehicle Repairs


















Meadowood / Fire Department
Fire Department Equipment Fund
Meadowood Mutual Aid
Total Meadowood/ Fire Dept.



























































































Snow Plow & Sand




Total Highways and Streets
GET 2002 EXPENDED 2002 VARIANCE
9,684.00 8,412.00 1,272.00
16,366 00 15,444.00 922.00




1,500 00 50.00 1,450.00










Blinker 1,000.00 815.00 185.00
Solid Waste Disposal - Winchester
Transfer Station 41,100.00 46,464.00 (5,364.00)
Hazardous Waste Collections 600.00 653.00 (53.00)
Total Solid Waste Management 41,700.00 47,117.00 (5,417.00)
Health Administration
Town Health Officer 100.00 100.00 -
Total Health Administration 100.00 100.00 -
Outside Agencies
Keene Home Health & Comm Serv 3,000.00 1,077.00 1,923.00
HHH Monad Fam & Mental Health 1,346.00 1,346.00 -
The Community Kitchen 650.00 650.00 -
Total Outside Agencies 4,996.00 3,073.00 1,923.00
General Assistance / Welfare
Rent 1,000.00 - 1,000.00
Food 500.00 - 500.00
Utilities 1,000.00 265.00 735.00
Pharmeceutical 400.00 - 400.00
Gasoline 100.00 - 100.00
Total General Assistance/Welfare 3,000.00 265.00 2,735.00
Elderly Assistance 4,000.00 4,000.00
Community Parks
Park Comm Maint & Mowing








BUDGET 2002 EXPENDED 2002 VARIANCE
Recreation Committee
Comm Camp Expense 1,000.00 - 1,000.00
Comm Holiday Functions 1,000.00 660.00 340.00
Total Recreation Committee 2,000.00 660.00 1,340.00
Beach Committee
Repairs/ Maintenance 900.00 130.00 770.00
Miscellaneous 100.00 170.00 (70.00)
Total Beach Committee 1,000.00 300.00 700.00
Library
Librarian's Salary 7,605.00 7,556.00 49.00
Crl to Library Trustees 11,100.00 11,100.00 -
Total Library 18,705.00 18,656.00 49.00
Interest Long Term Note
Tax Anticipation Note Interest 2,500.00 - 2,500.00
Total Interest Long Term Note 2,500.00 - 2,500.00
Capitol Reserve Funds Municipal
Fire Truck (1995) 20,000.00 20,000.00 -
Public Safety Radio Comm. Equip. 5,000.00 5,000.00 -
Police Vehicle (1998) 5,000.00 5,000.00 -
Police Safety Equipment Fund 1,000.00 1,000.00 -
Property Revaluation (1999) 20,000.00 20,000.00 -
Municipal Building (1999) 5,000.00 5,000.00 -
Total Capitol Reserve Funds Municipal 56,000.00 56,000.00 -
TOTAL BUDGET EXPENDITURES 499,638.00 449.237.00 50,401.00
Paid to Other Governments
County of Cheshire
Monadnock Regional School District
Total Paid to Other Governments
Tax Collector - Purchase Taxes
Tax Refunds Due to Overpayment
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2002 Report of the Board of Selectmen
The year was highlighted with the many activities planned to celebrate the 250th
Birthday of Richmond. The Selectmen participated in several of the events, including the
Birthday Party in February, the Parade in May and a picnic at Camp Takodah.
The beginning of 2002 was spent doing the usual things to get the Warrant ready
for Town Meeting. Gathering all the reports and information for the Town Report also
required a lot of time. In February the Chairman of the Planning Board, Gordon Oxx, gave
his resignation which we regretfully accepted. Ludger "Butch" Morin took over the position.
The Richmond Historical Committee was granted permission to go ahead with the
paperwork to obtain an easement for the North corner of the Town's property next to the
Veterans Hall. The Committee erected a Patriots Monument on that site that was dedicated
later in the year.
The Police Department added two new part-time officers, which gave Richmond more
hours of local coverage. The Crown Victoria cruiser was lettered to match the Tahoe cruiser.
Replacing the three doors at the P.D. make the building more secure.
Overall, the number of building permits was down this year - only 38 were issued.
Ten (10) were for new houses/modular homes; seven (7) were additions to existing homes;
nineteen (19) were for barns, sheds, porches or decks; and two (2) other construction projects.
Again this year, there was a problem with the assessor getting the tax cards back to us
in a timely manner. We worked on this issue, and since the town is due for total revaluation by
2004, decided to add the assessing pick-ups to the list of responsibilities that are being bid on.
We expect the revaluation to start late in 2003.
In September, Art Amato submitted his resignation for health reasons. Stan Pogorzelski
was appointed to fill the remainder of the year, and a person to fill the 1 year left ofthat term
will be elected in March 2003.
The New Hampshire Municipal Association (NHMA) came to our rescue in the Bartlett
court case. The NHMA paid all our legal costs to fight this case, because the final decision
would have a great impact on the way Class VI roads are handled. This case was settled in
the favor of the Town partly because ofthe involvement of theNHMA
The town is again in very good financial shape. It is because of our fiscal responsibility
and frugality through the years that we are able to have a surplus on hand. This has been used
to ease the rise in taxes, by lowering the town portion by about $2.00. The surplus will be
mostly used up to pay for the state mandated property revaluation. We are fortunate that the
money does not have to be raised by taxation. Thank you to all who have made this possible.
Thank you also to all the employees of the Town ofRichmond and to all the many
volunteers who give of their time and talents to do things for our town. Your efforts don't go
unnoticed. Thank you to those who gave us advice to help us make decisions that are in the
best interest of the town. Together, as a team, we do wonderful things in Richmond. We
look forward to another successful year.




On Muv I 1, 2002 Richmond hosted it's largest parade to date, we called it the
Grand Parade 1 he weather was completely on our side. The sun was shining and the
temperature was near 60 The event began exactly at 1 1:00 with the new Richmond
Police cruiser in the lead Over fifty units divided into three divisions participated in the
1 5 mile course.
The parade marshal was Bob VanBrocklin who road in an antique car driven by
Rosti Eismont Several town departments participated with the Selectboard riding in a
convertible donated by Keene Chrysler Plymouth, the Town Clerks office created a
historical tloat, the Conservation Commission sponsored Smokey Bear, and the Tax
Collector drove his antique car. The Richmond Fire Department presented their trucks
along with those of our neighboring towns The Monadnock Regional High School Band
represented our school with over 80 students marching We saw classic cars, antique
bikes, horses, oxen and motorcycles. There were floats from Camp Takodah, Camp
Wiyaka, ShirRoy, Meadowood, Blais Realty, United Methodist Church, St. Benedict
Center and the Historical Society. The Richmond Rooster created a 250
th
birthday cake
tloat and the Richmond Town Band regrouped for the day. We had the Shriners, Sheriff
Foote, Congressman Bass and Representatives Richardson and Emerson. The Nelson
Town Band and the 6th NH Civil War Unit both participated in the parade and held a
special performance after the parade. Our thanks to everyone.
It was a great day and a great memory for participants, spectators and the
committee who worked all year to make this a success.
Marie Knowlton, Parade Coordinator
Paul Knowlton Bonnie McCarthy
Dick Webber Dick Dickinson



















The Richmond Police Department had a very busy year in 2002. In January we
responded to an incident involving a subject that had threatened to shoot 3 other people
and had taken several shots at a vehicle as it passed the residence. Police officers from
Richmond and several neighboring towns as well as the New Hampshire State Police
responded. After attempting to talk the suspect out of the residence, officers made their
way up to the residence and entered it only to find out the subject had fled prior to our
arrival. We also investigated a case involving a forgery and theft of a check for over
$2000. In February we responded to a home invasion where the occupant of a residence
was beaten with several objects and fortunately escaped without serious injury. We also
have investigated several thefts, burglaries and criminal mischief calls as well as several
domestic disputes throughout the year.






Call Backs: 169 hours
Call Outs: 157 hours
On Call: 104 hours
Total Time: 2281 hours
39.
Patrol time consists of actual time officers arc out in the cruiser patrolling the
roads in town Investigative time is time an officer spends investigating crimes and
accidents Administrate e time is time officer spend writing reports, doing daily logs,
writing arrest warrants, arrest affidavits, criminal complaints, calls for service reports and
doing follow ups. Administrative time is also time spent by the Chief or Sergeant to
complete administrative functions of the department to include Selectmen's meetings or
other meeting, budget preparations, reviewing and approving reports, equipment
maintenance and a variety of other tasks. Training time is time that officer spent training.
All officers arc required to complete firearms training, defensive weapons training, or any
other training that 1 feel is relevant and beneficial to Richmond. Sergeant LaBelle
attended several terrorism trainings, while Officer Ammann and I completed crime scene
training and several other trainings. Court time is time spent in court for arraignments,
trials, probable cause hearings, juvenile hearings, ALS hearings and Superior Court trials.
Callbacks are hours spent calling citizens back while off duty; Callouts are times when
Officers are called out to handle emergency calls while off duty. "On call 1 ' hours are
times that officers are off duty but must be available for recall. Officers are not required
to take "on call" time but if they agree to take this it is compensated by paying them 1
hour ofduty time for every four hours that they are on call. I do not get paid for being
"on call", but I am responsible for the majority of the "on call" time. The total hours
worked by officers on this department are 2281 hours. This includes all the above listed
items.
After a long search, 2002 also brought two additional part time officers to
Richmond. In May the police department welcomed James (Eric) Ammann and David
Ellis. Eric is a Communication Specialist for the New Hampshire State Police and is a
part time certified police officer that came from Winchester. David is a full time certified
police officer in Winchester who came to work in Richmond on a part time basis but left
Richmond in October. We continue to struggle to find qualified additional part time
officers to fill the vacant positions.
The Town of Richmond should be proud of the quality and dedication that
encompassed the employees of the Police Department and its support staff.
Remember, that crime does not start nor does it stop at the edge of town. Be
aware of your surroundings and the people in it. Please report all suspicious activity no















1397 Criminal Threat-No Weapon 3
1398 Criminal Threat-With Weapon 1
2202 Burglary 5
2240 Criminal Trespass 1
1
2322 Felony Theft-Other 1
2325 Theft - Misdemeanor 1
2403 Theft And Use Vehicle Other Crime 1
242 Assault / Battery 1
2501 Forgery 1
2605 Fraud - Illegal Use Credit Cards 1
2606 Fraud - Insufficient Funds Check 2
263:64 Driving on Suspension/Revocation 3
2902 Criminal Mischief (Misdemeanor) 15
2905 Criminal Mischief (Felony) 1
3811 Violation ofProtective Order 3
3812 Domestic Dispute 6
4111 Illegal Possession 1
4804 Evidence Destroying 6
5226 Discharge from Vehicle or Street 1
5240 Fireworks violation 1
5309 Harassing Communication 1
5404 DWI - Alcohol 2
5405 Reckless Driving 1
5410 Traffic Stop-Warning 288




5413 Traffic Stop-Check Up 6





5431 Traffic Accident-P.I. 10
5432 Traffic Accident-P.D. 27
5433 Traffic Accident-Non Reportable 6
5434 Traffic-Vehicle Off Road-Not Accident 1




















































Assist Other Richmond Police Officer 3
Assist Richmond Fire/Rescue 19
Assist Richmond Town Hall 3
Assist Other Agency/Jurisdiction 38
Assist NHSP Troop C 3
Alarm-Residence Burglary 1
2
91 1 Hang-up/Aband. /Open Line Calls 8
Lost Property 1
Found Property 2






Return Property (Evidence) 2




Vacant Property Check Request 6




CaBTypc Totals Call Type Totals
i Wotftre Check 1 9002 Attempted Paper Service 20
1 MB Open IVor \\ tiukm GatC i <XK)5 follow Dp Court 114
13Ij Public Relations- 1 .ilk or 1 ectUN I *K* Call Mack 175
1321 i Vtffic Detail i^ 9007 /oning Issue 4
1324 Paperwork Rcia\ 3 9008 Directed Patrol 89
Ro.ui 1 la/ani Obstruction 11 9<)09 Warrant -Arrest 3




1332 Follow i p Investigation 158
13 40 Manner of Operation 6
1910 Criminal Arrest Warrant 5
9001 Paper Sen ice 27
Grand Total for all calls 1637
RICHMOND POLICE DEPARTMENT
42.
HCS - HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF RICHMOND
JANUARY 1, 2002 TO DECEMBER 31, 2002
ANNUAL REPORT
In 2002, HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services continued to
provide home care and community services to the residents of Richmond. The






















Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 46
Prenatal care, hospice services and regularly scheduled wellness clinics and




The actual cost of all services provided in 2002 with all funding sources is
$93,888.00.
These services have been supported to the greatest extent possible by
Medicare, Medicaid, other insurances, grants and patient fees. In 2002, town
support of services not covered by other funding totaled $1,077.00.
For 2003, we request that an appropriation of $1,500.00 be available to
continue home care for Richmond residents
.









As JTOU know, Monadnock family Services is acuvc in your community, providing quality mental
health services to anyone who needs them regardless ot their ability to pay. As part of this mission,
d it is important to let you know the extent of our work, and are pleased to give you the
census report which outlines services provided to residents in your town during 2001-2002.
year, MIS provided services to over 6,500 adults, children and older adults, of which
re residents of Richmond.
re again, MFS is asking for your financial support to help underwrite the cost of services we
idc to the uninsured and underinsured individuals in your town. Based on figures from the 2001
population estimates from the Nil Office ot State Planning, we are. asking for the equivalent of
per capita, which for the town of Richmond, amounts to $1,375.
We ask for your continued consideration and support of our request. The cost to MFS to serve the
uninsured has increased steadily with rising treatment costs and more people seeking subsidized services. The
cost of serving the uninsured and under-insured residents of the Monadnock Region has averaged a half a
million dollars annually for the past four veais. United Way funds and town subsidies cover about a third of
this significant expense. Our services to uninsured adults are further jeopardized as state regulations prohibit
us from supplcmenung non-funded or under-funded services with state funds.
Your ongoing support of our work is deeply appreciated, and we hope that our partnership in
caring for the residents of Richmond will conunue. We work very hard to keep our costs down, and
to idenufv, whenever possible, alternate sources of funding for this population.
In addition to the census report, I have enclosed materials describing the services we provide. If
vou have questions, or require more information, a representative from the agency will be happy to
speak with you.
Again, vour support is very important to us. By working together, we help to insure our
communities remain healthy and vital places to live, work and grow.




































































































2002 Trustees ofTrust Funds Town Report
Interest rates continued to decline this year, as most people are aware.
That is good it you are borrowing money but not so profitable if you are
an investor. Of course one can always take risks and go for higher rates of
return but our policy has always been to invest in the most pedantic but
least volatile and risky places i.e. savings banks and other low risk
investment pools. Most of the Town Trustee Funds were transferred into
the NHPDIP (New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool) when I
became the Trustee three years ago. We have now seven investment
accounts with them and two with Granite Bank. Two years ago we
realized an overall 6.8% return on invested funds because the interest rates
were very high. Last year we were down to 2.8%, but this year only about
1 .5% was realized.
The Vet's Hall Furnace Fund and the Town Hall Insulation Fund have
been closed out and all remaining funds transferred into the Town's
General account.
We have two new members of the Trustees this year and they have both
been very helpful. Thank you very much for allowing us to be of service
to the town.
Douglas Bersaw
Trustee of Trust Funds for the Town of Richmond
Steven M. Boscarino and Richard Weber Trustees
MIM JOHNSON PRESENTS THE BOSTON POST CANE TO DOT ROBBESfS
46.
Samaritans
November 27, 2002 °f the Monadnock Region
Richmond Town Selectmen
Route 32, Old Homestead Highway
Richmond, NH 03470
Dear Selectmen:
Please support The Samaritans'
2003 Municipal Campaign
Did you know that families in your community have been effected by suicide?
Since 1981, The Samaritans have maintained the only completely confidential and
anonymous, volunteer manned suicide prevention hotline. I continue to be amazed at the
compassion of our volunteers to help the lonely, depressed and suicidal of all ages
throughout New Hampshire. I am both inspired and humbled at their dedication to be
there when people just need someone to talk to. Unlike other nonprofit agencies, The
Samaritans do not charge any fee for the services that we provide. We must rely solely
on our community's goodwill and generosity to sustain our programs.
Today, I am asking you tojoin the towns ofCharlestown, Harrisville, Hinsdale, Keene,
Richmond, and Swanzey in their support ofthe work that we do.
Accordingly, we request a modest $250 municipal grant to help maintain our 24-hour
crisis hotline program, the SamariTEEN Hotline and our Educational and Outreach
Programs.
Together, we can make suicide prevention a partnership of our 29 cities and towns.
Thank you in advance for your consideration of this request. If you have any questions,
about our hotline or other programs, please don't hesitate to call me on our business line
at 357-5510. Additionally, if there is the opportunity for me to present this request at an
appropriate Town Meeting please contact me to arrange for that presentation.




103 Roxburv Street. Suite 304, Keene. NH 03431
Office (603) 357-5510 Hotline (603) 357-5505 or (603)924-7000
http: 1 1 www.muw.org I Samaritans e-mail: samaritans@monad.net





* Direct Assistance to Residents:




Total Number of Households Served: 37
Total Number of Residents Served: 99
Average Benefit per Household; $889.33
Average Benefit per Resident: $332.37
Property Taxes and Payroll are NOT included in the Direct Assistance or Economic Impact totals.
Economic Impact is calculated by multiplying the Direct Assistance by 2.5
48.
LIBRARY REPORT FOR 2002
During 2002 the library added 950 books, 35 videos and 19 audio books. There were 400
books withdrawn from the library collection and sold.
The following databases are now available online at the library: Ebsco Master File
(includes 14 separate databases, including Health Source, ERIC, Searchasaurus, andNovelList
and Jr. NoveList); H.W. Wilson; NewsBank (Union Leader and NH Sunday News); OCLC's
First Search.
The library raised $178.00 from the annual book sale.
Thanks to the services of Elaine Moriarty, the library has initiated a series of story hours
for the children.
And sadly, in August of 2002, we suffered the loss of stalwart volunteer and supporter of
the library with the death of our friend, Sue Mueller.
Both Dianne and the Library Trustees would like to thank the people ofRichmond for
their continued support of the library from the all important budget approval to the donations of
time, books, subscriptions, and labor - it is all very much appreciated. Without these generous
donations things would not run as smoothly as they do.
The library hours are Tuesdays 4:30-8:00, Thursdays 4:30-7:00, and Saturdays 9:00-1:00.
Ifyou haven't visited the library, please come and browse and please bring your children. Many
wonderful reading experiences await both the young and old (with plentiful recommendations).













as of December 31 . 2002
e.isurers's Check ing Acount
Balance in checking acount January 1 , 2002 $ 1 1 ,398 23




checking account interest $ 16371
Donations 350 00
Book and Map Sales 178.00
Fines and copier 16200
total Income $ 85371 $ 853.71
Total Revenue $23,351.94
Expenses
Books and periodicals $ 4,190.00
Office supplies 62.78





Heating oil (net owed after 2002 prepay) 9.47






insurance (through 2004) 143.00
Archives expenditures 1,010.12
Total Expense $ 8,994.34 $ (8,994.34)
Balance on hand as of 12/31/2002 $ 14,357.60
Trust Fund Accounts
as of 12/31/2002
Cash and Bank Account
Archive Trust $ 1,917.77
Atkins Trust Account 5,666 83
Bartram Federal Trust Account 7,167.87
Bartram Prime Trust Account 7, 1 91 .33
OrcuttTrust Account 1,121.01
RPL Building Fund 966.90
RPL General Purpose Fund 542.25
Cash and Bank Account Total $24,573.96
Respectfully submitted
s/ Elaine M Moriarty
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To: Richmond Board of Selectmen
Fr: Bill Grant, Camp Holiday
Re: 2003 Warrant Article
On behalf of the Camp Holiday Board of Directors, I would like to ask for a
warrant article on the 2003 Budget in the amount of $500 to support the Camp
Holiday Scholarship Fund. The money appropriated by the town of
Richmond is awarded to children from Richmond who attend our camp.
Camp Holiday will celebrate its 49th year of service in 2003. Each year, we
provide 360 slots for children ages 4 to 13, primarily those classified with
physical or emotional special needs.
Please forward this request to the appropriate member(s) of the Budget
Committee. I may be reached, afternoons, at 242-3559, and will be happy to
provide any further financial or operational information on Camp Holiday.




Post Office Box 245 Troy, NH 03465 (603) 242-3559




The Conservation Commission hold its regularly scheduled meetings, special
work sessions and field reviews
Mane know Item, attended the Nil. Association of Conservation Commissions
annual meeting and participated in wetlands identification, function, and protection
workshops
We are grateful to Norma Rtfppucci, and the assistance of her husband Dan and
son Joe. who constructed a float featuring "Smoky the Bear" on behalf of the
Conservation Commission and participated in Richmond's 250
11
parade and celebration
in May. The celebration was well attended by townspeople and friends.
The Commission has been fortunate to retain the services of Dick Drew our local
N.H 1 icensed Land Surveyor, to assist us with a comprehensive deed research ofTown
properties associated with the Bennett Town Forest. This is the final steps in preparation
of administrating a conservation easement for the Bennett Forest, which will insure its
natural grandeur in perpetuity. We anticipate this important process to be complete early
in 2003.
The Conservation Commission meets the first Thursday of every month, unless








REQUEST FOR FUNDING PROPOSAL
TO THE
TOWN OF RICHMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
AGENCY NAME: The Community Kitchen, Inc.
DATE: October 15,2002
1. Briefly describe the role of the agency:
The Community Kitchen, Inc., is a not-for-profit, direct service agency which provides hot
meals, take home boxes containing food and personal care items, information and advocacy to
low and moderate income men, women and families with children in the Cheshire County, NH
area. Since its founding in 1983, the Kitchen has served and/or distributed over 5.25 million
meals to people in need.
2. Identify the services that Town funding will provide:
The Pantry Box Program operates out of a space in our building on Mechanic Street. Each box
provides approximately three days' worth of meals for each family member. Computerized and
handwritten records are kept of family names, number of people, street addresses, dates of
receiving each box, income and age. Each family or individual coming in for the first time must
fill out a form required by the USDA, and provide back-up documentation for all of the above
information. Many referrals have been made to this program from Town and City Welfare
offices, school nurses and other agencies. Almost 80% of the food for this program is donated,
and over 1 ,000 volunteer hours each month are donated by community members to ensure the
success of the program. Take-home boxes of food are available on Wednesdays from 1 2:30
pm to 5:30 pm and on Thursdays from 1 1 :00 am to 4:00 pm, or by special arrangement.
Hot meals are served Monday through Friday from 5:00 to 6:30 pm at our Mechanic Street
location. Meals are prepared by a volunteer staff under the supervision of the Hot Meals
Coordinator. Menus are planned after donated food is picked up at bakeries, delicatessens,
supermarkets and restaurants. Meals consist of two or more entrees, salads, vegetables, fruit,
bread, soup, desserts and beverages, and are served by volunteers. Guests/participants make
up over 35% of our volunteer crew and help primarily with set-up and clean-up. We are not
requesting any funding from your town for our Hot Meal program, but thought you might want to
know about it.
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a) Number of clients served 01 01 02 to 09 30 02 at the Pantry:
# Unduplicated individuals 4.239
* Unduplicated households: 1,645
b) Number of those who were Richmond residents:
» Unduplicated individuals: 18
tf Unduplicated households: 5
c) Number of above Richmond clients served who were under age 19: 10
d) Number of above Richmond clients served who were over age 59: 1
e) Number of Pantry boxes distributed 01/01/02 to 09/30/02: 19,352
f) Number of those Pantry boxes distributed to Richmond residents: 40
g) Number of meals in pantry boxes distributed 01/01/02 to 09/30/02:
433,890
h) Number of those meals in pantry boxes distributed to Richmond residents:
801
i) Estimated dollar cost, per client served, 2001: $ 39.17
Calculated using $352,109 total expenses; 8,989 total clients
2002 numbers not yet available
j) Estimated dollar cost, per meal served, 2001: $0.47
Calculated using $352,109 total expenses; 737,995 total meals
2002 numbers not yet available
k) Cost to Community Kitchen of pantry meals provided to Richmond residents, at
$0.47 per meal through 09/30/02: $376.47
I) Percentage of total pantry box meals provided to residents of Richmond:
0.18%
Please note that the numbers provided on this page are actual numbers for January
through September only.
Traditionally, The Community Kitchen experiences a tremendous increase in both the
number of families served and the number of meals distributed in November and
December, due to Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, cold weather and fuel bills. It
is anticipated that at the end of the year over 28,000 pantry boxes will have been
distributed in total.
The amount of reimbursement we have requested is based on the actual number for




Revenue collected in the Town Clerk's office ($156,149) plateaued at just a little
over the amount collected last year. The $3,600 increase is the smallest increase we have
had over the years.
The vendor for our vehicle registration program went to a Windows based set-up
this year, so we have just had new software installed. We will be working both programs
for a while until "bugs" are worked out. Thank you in advance for your patience with us
during this transition.
The State continues to work towards on-line transactions for motor vehicles and
vital records. Now that we have Internet access, we should be ready when the time
comes.
This year we were also fortunate enough to have all of our records professionally
assessed at no charge. From the results and recommendations of this assessment we have
taken the initial step of placing all of our birth, death, and marriage certificates into mylar
sleeves, acid-free binders and acid-free slipcases. We will continue to implement the
suggested improvements over the next few years. This will all help to insure that our




TOWN CLERK PAM GOODELL CUTS THE 250"1 BIRTHDAY CAKE
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WINCHESTER SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT DISTRICT REPORT
The new contract with Waste Management ofNew Hampshire began its first year
o : a thnr:-> car agreement and brought with it a significant increase in our
operating budget. Payment for services require the district to pay WM $216,000
for the first year. In no event shall an increase in the second year exceed 10% of
the payment in first year or in the third year of the agreement exceed 8% ofthe
payment in the second year. The negotiations for the second year ofthe contract
began in June of this year and I'm happy to report there is no increase.
The Select Boards of Winchester and Richmond have decided to step forward
with a Pay As You Throw (PAYT - pay per bag) program. This would require
that any municipal solid waste (household rubbish) is to be placed in special Town
bags or it will not be accepted at the facility. Details ofwhere to purchase and
prices for the bags have not been finalized at this time. There will be plenty of
advanced notice to you the public before this takes place. PAYT is similar to a
user fee or a utility charge where the more you use it the more you pay. It also
promotes stronger recycling and we need improvement in this area. Also, the
program should reduce the amount ofrubbish we generate, which in turn has a
direct correlation with our operating budget Revenues derived from
implementation of this system would go directly to reduce the operating budget
and not go into the General Fund, ultimately lowering the tax rate. This would be
pending warrant article approval by the public.
In a joint effort between Waste Management and the Salvation Army we now
accept used doming. Items must be in plastic bags and given to the attendant.
Surface water, ground water and methane gas testing have all remained very
good, showing steady improvements in the capped landfill. In applying for our
new ground water management permit, the monitoring results have lead to less
stringent testing requirements for the next five (5) years.
The Land Fill Stickers that allow entrance to the facility are due October 1
st
of
every year and must be attached to your vehicle and plainly visible. For
households that have more than one vehicle after the initial $10.00 fee any
additional stickers are available for $1 .00 each.
REMEMBER, recycling ia mandatory per town ordinance.
Hours of Operation Respectfully Submitted
Tuesday 8:00 am to 4:00 pm /J J fi l/ /}
Thursday 8:00 am to 7:00 pm fl"^ '
S*™*****
Saturday 8:00 am to 5 :00 pm y John E. Gomarlo
Phone # 239-8 1 36 Landfill Superintendent
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RICHMOND ARCHIVES REPORT - 2002
2002 has slipped by rapidly with Ruth and Norma attending the second half of the Dartmouth
sponsored workshop at the Historical Society of Cheshire County. We had a full day visit from
Professional archivist Melissa Mannon going through the archives at the end of May. Melissa spent the
second day writing her thirty page report which gave us many helpful suggestions and much detail on
where we can find help and information. One suggestion which we have taken seriously and acted upon
was to obtain hygrometers for measuring the temperature and relative humidity, in each room. This
provides us with knowledge of the status of the of the atmosphere changes which are critical for the
collections. A record is being kept of these changes over days and weeks. Thanks to Lewis Whittum we
also have a record of minute changes over a week period made on a graph recording hygrometer. This
information will be used in evaluating the needs for conservation of all of the material in the archives.
A record is being kept of inquiries by phone, mail, visits, and word of mouth requests.
Approximately sixty-three inquiries have been made from April 1 to December 15. Correspondence from a
distance has been brisk.
In addition Ruth and Norma have worked Friday mornings weekly on collections in the Archives,
and attended workshops pertinent to preservation and conservation. Monthly articles in the Richmond
Rooster provide a little history, public contact to let the public know we are alive and available. On Labor
Day, we had a display from the archives at the Civil Defense center, which had fewer people attending than
in past years.
A number of donations of funds and memorabilia, have been donated this year for which we are
grateful to all.
The archives budget was submitted to the Library Trustees and approved and we hope that the
budget will be approved at Town Meeting.
We appreciate all of the public input and welcome suggestions, ideas, and donated time. The
archives is an ever growing part of our community because history is made every day. For information or a
visit please call 239-4598.
Respectfully submitted,
Norma Thibodeau, Archivist
Assistant Archivists: Ruth Flanders and Sandy Laughner
BOB VANBROCKLIN PARADE MARSHALL DRIVEN BY ROSTI EISMONT
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Fire Department Report
YOUI volunteers arc grateful for another year without a major loss due to tire. Our largest incident
was a brush tire at the FAA facilit\ off la> lor Hill Rd, which required four days of our attention.
HappiK. there was no injur) Or loss of property, onh sore backs and a broken axle!
This year, in addition to our usual maintenance ofbuilding and equipment, we have added a brush
truck made from a 1 ton tlat bed Knight with $3500 raised by the Fire Company.
W e also decided to refurbish our tank truck. That truck was built in 1987 by the volunteers on a
1956 Mack chassis Knight from Arthur \\ hitcomb Co. This year we replaced that chassis with a
1 984 Mack. This is still a work - in - progress, requiring countless man hours by our members,
but when finished will have cost taxpayers less than $20,000, far less than the cost of a new one. I
fulh expect to get another 1 5 \ears of service out of it.
In 2003 we arc asking the Town to replace our first response engine, a 1970 GMC pumper. It has
been in sen ice tor over 30 years, and is now having brake and suspension problems. The pump
was rebuilt about 1 5 years ago, and now needs attention, and even though garaged and washed,
the rust is catching up with it. Due to the Town's foresight in 1995, we have been saving for this
and similar purchases, so no borrowing will be required.
In closing. I would like to personally thank all of the members for their time in maintenance work,
training and. of course, emergency response. Richmond is one of the few towns in the area with a
truly volunteer fire department, one whose members draw no pay at all. We are very proud of this
status, and ask that anyone with any interest in fire, rescue, or medical work to join us. Just







Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division
of Forests and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce the risk of wildland fires in New
Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department
to find out if a permit is required before doing ALL outside burning. Fire permits are
mandatory for all outside burning unless the ground where the burning is to be done (and
surrounding areas) is completely covered with snow. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire
permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail, plus suppression cost.
A new law effective January 1, 2003 prohibits residential trash burning (RSA 125-N).
Contact New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services at (800) 498-6868 or
www.des.state.nh.us for more information
Help us to protect you and our forest resources. Most New Hampshire wildfires are human
caused. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space
around the house and make sure that the house number is correct and visible. Contact your
fire department or the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands at www.nhdfl.org or
271-2217 for wildland fire safety information.
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRES
2002 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires Reported thru November 10, 2002)
TOTALS BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
# of Fires Acres
Belknap 52 13.5 Arson/Suspicious 43
Carroll 80 10.5 Campfire 31
Cheshire 39 17 Children 32
Coos 3 2.5 Smoking 32
Grafton 53 21 Rekindle of Permit 3
Hillsborough 108 54.5 Illegal
n
1
Merrimack 94 13.5 Lightning 36
Rockingham 60 25.5 Misc * 356
Strafford 31 23
Sullivan 20 6
(*Misc: powerlines, fireworks, railroad, ashes, debris, structures. equipment.)
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RICHMOND FIRE DEPARTMENT RESCUE SQUAD
Richmond Rescue hie.
Richmond. X H 03470
During the year 2002 your Rescue Squad continued
to train and better our skills all for the opportunity to serve
the Town to the best of our abilities. Our volunteers are a
very dedicated group.
Our thanks to the townspeople for the funds to
purchase the new tires for the Rescue truck. Not only does
it make for a safer ride, but also a much smoother one!
Remember, if you're reporting an emergency, dial
9-1-1 and describe the emergency and what is being done.
Give your name, phone number you are calling from,
location and the number of persons involved. DO NOT
hang up,more information may be needed.
Thank-you to the Town and the family members of





Just a great sense of self-satisfaction.
Richmond Rescue Squad
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Road Agent Report 2002
February 25th Roads were closed for mud season.
In March the brush from the road job on Whipple Hill was burned, ditches
were cleaned, roads were cleaned up and downed trees were cut.
April 8th grading of the roads started.
May 1st calcium chloride was put out on Whipple Hill, Bullock, Fay Martin,
Morgan, Pond Woods and Tully Brook.
May 18th cut trees from storm on Fish Hatchery and Bullock Road.
June 6th gravel was put out on the Greenwoods, the entrance to Tully Brook
and Rt. 119, Fay Martin Road by the Church driveway, Tully Brook and Fay
Martin Road.
June 28th Bridge Planks were delivered for Fay Martin Bridge. 4" x 6"x14'
and Runner Planks 11 /2"x 12" 12' and 10'.
July 1st Ditching was done on Fish Hatchery Road to prepare for the paving
job.
July 29th extended a culvert on Fish Hatchery Road.
August 7th Replaced Bridge Planks on Fay Martin Bridge.
August 13th installed a new culvert on Fish Hatchery Road by Ed Martin's
field. Took out stumps by the power lines.
August 15th put out cold patch on Mill, and Sandy Pond Road.
Lane Construction did paving job on Fish Hatchery Road from Rt. 32 to the
power lines. $19,657.64 - 480 Tons. Also put out Calcium chloride.
August 26th Fish Hatchery Road- Banked new pavement and driveways with
crushed gravel.
September 13th Cement ends of culverts on Tully Brook and Fish Hatchery
Road.
September 17th picked up old bridge planks from Fay Marin Road Bridge.
September 26th filled in hole with stones by Mill Road Bridge.
October 5th, Fall Grading began.
Dealt with beavers on Tully Brook Road.
Brush was cut on most roads throughout the summer
On august 19th, orange road cones were stolen from the work area on Fish
Hatchery Road, where stumps were removed by the power lines. Orange road
cones are very important or should be to the motoring public. They are used for
many different reasons. When you see an orange cone on the roadside it is a
warning that something is "a- mis", slow down, be aware, something is not the
way it usually has been. To the ones that stole the cones, you must realize that
by taking those cones could result in injury to the people who use the road.
Respectfully Submitted,
Leonard Davis, Road Agent
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Richmond 2.SO Commission
\~7$SL fOWN OF RICHMOND, NFH HAMPSHIRE 03470 2.002.
The Richmond 250 Commission would like to thank all
those who participated in the c-elebrstion of our two hundred
and fifty years as a municipality. The Commission itself sponsored
three events, and other organizations three more.
In February, we began with a Birthday Party at the
Veterans Hall. A cake, balloons, music and the sharing of stories
were on the program. Those honored Dot Robbins, our oldest
resident, Edith Atkins, Librarian for many years, and Bob Van
Brocklin for more than fifty years service with the police and
Fire Departments. The attendance was over one hundred and a good
time was had by all.
In May, the 250 Parade made its way from Camp Takodah
to Camp Shir-Roy with three bands and over fifty parade units.
At least a thousand people marched in the parade or watched it.
We were all amazed by the size of the parade, and much credit
goes to Marie Knowlton, who coordinated it.
In June, Camp Takodah hosted the Town Picnic on the
waterfront. Over fifty residents enjoyed food, games, visiting
and some fiddling good music.
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In September, the firemen put on their usual good
good Barbeque and Richmond 250 balloons were available for all
the kids.
Special mention must be made of the work done by
the Richmond Historical Society in establishing the Patriot's
Park adjacent to the Veteran's Hall. It is a lasting monument
growing out of this 250th year.
Finally, in October, the Richmond Quilters offered
their first Quilt Show, which was a great success.
The commission had hoped to repair and protect the old Telephone
Building. We found that more work was needed than we thought,
and so it has been cleaned and sealed to prevent further
deterioration.
We would like to thank the Town for the privilege
of leading this celebration, and are pleased with what we









We had a few minor 2 lot subdivisions in 2002. The Board has been working on updating
the Master Plan and the site plan review regulations. There were no changes proposed to
the zoning ordinance this year. There was an Aquifer Protection Zone proposed in 2002,
but was defeated by the voters. The Planning Board should revisit the Aquifer Protection
District to plan for a future water source when Richmond will need a Town water supply.
That's what the Planning Board is supposed to do, plan for the future.
Respectfully submitted,
Ludger "Butch" Morin
Chairman Richmond Planning Board
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I ICS - Year Ending December 31, 2002
BIRTHS
DATE NAME OF CHILD PLACE
02-22 I "• lynard Keene
03-17 Brendan Henry Richmond
06-17 Madison Ann Hoefer Keene
07-10 Anthony J. Tomer Keene
07-13 Cameron Tattersall Keene
08-17 Kevin J. Sonntag Keene
08-22 Makaleigh Lutz Keene
09-08 Paul V. Mauro Peterboro
09-16 Robert T. Maas Peterboro
09-17 Sean McDermott Peterboro
10-25 Andrew Pearsall Peterboro




























01-14 John H. Carpenter
03-02 Calvin L. Bailey Sr




09-14 Robert M. Wolfe
11-08 Scott A. Fahlbeck
11-23 Lewis N. Whittum

































































Joseph Sylvester Celina Frenchette
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Town of Richmond - Resident List
As compiled from Inventory Forms
Adams, Lynn M


















Balcom, Chad — c
Balcom, Erin - c
Balcom, Jesse — c
Ball, Alexander J - c
Balnis, Karen E







Barfield, Ryan H - c
Barlow, Maria
Barlow, Roy E
Barth, Cameron J - c
Barth, John J
Bause, Christopher S
Bause, Matthew R -- c
Bause, Pamela J
Becklo, Andrew C - c
Becklo, Bonnie L
Becklo, Carl H
Becklo, Cassandra L - c




Bednar, Luke I -- c
Bednar, Mary K -- c











Bersaw, Barbara - c
Bersaw, Douglas
Bersaw, Katherine ~ c
Bersaw, Kathleen

















Blais, Kali P - c
Blais, Kyle F - c
Blanchard, Michael - c
Bloom, Felicity R -- c
Bloom, Jonathan M





Boncal, Joshua S — c
Boncal, Stephen A
Boulay, Joseph P
Brady, Emma E - c
Brady, James M Jr -- c
Brady, Mary E
Bragg, Benjamin A -- c
Bragg, Mark A




Brewer, Joseph T -- c
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Town of Richmond - Resident List
As compiled from Inventory Forms
Brewer Kevin N
Brevser Mary E





Brunk. Daniel T -- c
Brunk Joshua W -- c
Brunk Latoshia S -- c







Bryan Sr Maria Philomena







Burdick. Jereme S -- c






Bush. Elizabeth A -- c
Bush, Hannah R -- c
Bush. Michael M - c
Busick, Cheryl L
Busick, Chloe S -- c






Butterfield, Kristen R - c
Butterfield, Megan L -c











Camuso, Daniel M -- c
Camuso, Hannah G - c
Camuso, Lois M
Camuso, Rachel A - c
Camuso, Rebekah M -- c









Carnie, Meghan J - c
Carpenter, Brenda J
Carpenter, John H III
Carrier, Roger A Sr
Carter, Joshua J - c















Connell, Abby A - c
Connell, Abigail
Connell, Christine E - c
Connell, Daniel A
Connell, Daniel F
Connell, Erin T -- c
Connell, Gabrielle M -- c
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Dalton, Danielle M -- c
Dalton, Ronald D - c
Daniels, Chelsea V - c
Daniels, Jennifer P
Daniels, Madison VS -- c
Daniels, William R
Davis, Cathy A
Davis, Joseph D Jr - c




! Dickinson, Heather M
I Dieter, Catherine M
I Dieter, Richard M
i Dilello, Cathryn L
D'Orio, Doris B
I D'Orio, Frank P
Dorman, Andrew S -- c














DuPont Kaleb Q - c
DuPont, Brittany L -- c













Filipi, Majella - c
Filipi, Patrick - c
Filipi, Theresa
Filliman, Lillian M - c
Filliman, Robyn G








Foster, Drue E - c
Frampton, David L
Frampton, Margaret D
Frazier, Brandon L - c
Frazier, Christopher J Jr














Goldberg-Jaffe, Noah -- c









Town of Richmond - Resident List
As compiled from Inventory Forms
Goodnow. Lloyd P
Goodnow Matthew D -- c
Goulas Elizabeth
Goulas. Emily E -- c
Goulas. Steven Jr























Haskins. Sean W - c









Heise, Daniel B -- c
Heise. Jennifer L
Heise. Roy B II
Heise, Shirley C













Hoefer, Taylor A -- c
Holbrook, Sandra J








Hulett, Maxwell F -- c
Hulett, Molly J -- c
Hulett, Stanley R





Imon, Marisa L -- c




Jackson, Samantha A -- c















Jose, Bowen V - c





Kimball, Cassy G -- c
Kimball, Peter F
Kimball, Steven P - c
Kimbrell, Kayla R - c
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Town of Richmond - Resident List
As compiled from Inventory Forms
Kimbrell, Roy W
Kimbrell, Sharon E




Koenig, Sr. Mary Laurence
Koralewski, Sr. Marie Therese
Kozlowski, Joseph J
Kozlowski, Marilyn











Lancey, Haley M - c
Lancey, Heather M - c
Lancey, Lisa M

















Letourneau, Dominic -- c
Letourneau, Joseph
Letourneau, Raymond — c
Lewis, Charlotte A
Lewis, James T Jr
Lewis, James T Sr
Lewis, Kyla J — c





Maas, Jacob A - c
Maas, James W
Maas, Stephanie M








Mallet, Douglas M Jr
Maluf, Br. Francis
Maluf, Sr. Mary Bernadette
Mann, Christopher D
Mann, Daniel F
Marchant, Brandon T - c
Marchant, Christy L




Margand, Clare M - c
Margand, Gerald J
Margand, Nina R - c







Mastrogiovanni, Antonio J - c











Maynard, Dustin W - c
Maynard, Riley A - c
Maynard, Whitney E - c




McDonald, Amy - c
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Town of Richmond - Resident List
As compiled from Inventory Forms
maid Ashley -- c
McDonald Brenda
McDonald Bnan L Jr -- c
McDonald. Brian L Sr








Merchant Meghan A -- c









Miller. Albert J -- c
Miller. Bngette M -- c
Miller. Dennis A -- c
Miller. Gerald J -- c
Miller, Katharine M -- c
Miller. Margaret M -- c
Miller. Mark W
Miller. Mary M
Miller. Paul D -- c























Mullins. Annette A - c
Mullins, Felicia A -- c
Murdock, Don
Murdock, Shelley
Nadeau, Thomas J -- c
Nash, Ashley A -- c
Nearing, Casey R
Nearing, Erin F -- c















Oxx, Gordon D Jr
Packard, Adrian M
Packard, Robert L
Page, Amanda C - c
Page, Mary E
Page, Stanley E - c
Page, Stanley G
Panzer, Bridget M
Panzer, Elseana M - c
Panzer, Namara M - c
Panzer, Randy L
Panzer, Zias R - c
Parker, Jessica M
Parrott, Gary J
Patch, Cody A - c









Pearsall, Gregory E - c
Pearsall, James
Pearsall, Madison D - c
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Town of Richmond - Resident List
As compiled from Inventory Forms












Pierce, Cory M - c
Pierce, Felicia A - c
























Randall, Eliza F - c
Randall, John M
Randall, Lydia H - c
Randall, Margaret D
Randall, Rodney M
Rappucci, Joseph D - c
Raymond, Michael N -- c
Raymond, Ronald B















Rocheleau, Alana - c













Rule, Rebecca L -- c
Russell, Cindi L - c
Russell, Gary W - c
Russell, Geoffrey A -- c
Sarsfield, Christopher
Sarsfield, Christopher GF - c
Sarsfield, Felicity P - c
Sarsfield, Heather C
Sarsfield, Joseph A - c
Sarsfield, Katherine, T - c
Sarsfield, Sean P - c
Sarsfield, Shannon E - c
Sarsfield, Terrence M - c
Sarsfield, Victoria M - c
Savard, Melinda A
Schmidt, Alan J
Schmidt, Alyssa M -- c




Seltzer, Catherine L - c
Seltzer, Greg S







Town of Richmond - Resident List
As compiled from Inventory Forms
Smalley. Ronald G





Smith Jessica M -- c
Smith Lacie M -- c
Smith Malone E
Smith Nichole L -- c
Snyder Hillary J
Snyder James E
Snyder. Tianna L - c
Sonntag. Amy L
Sonntag. Mark P
Spath. Andrew D - c
Spath. Christopher T -- c
Spath. David A
Spath. Nanci M
Spath. Ryan A -- c
Springer. Roger D
Springer, Virginia B




Sturgeon, Sr. Maria Perpetua
Swanson, Breanne L -- c













Tarbox. Branden J - c
Tarbox. Cheryl A
Tarbox, Melyssa L -- c
Tarbox. Nathan E -- c
Tarbox, Robert C


















Tomilla, Alexis - c

















Vaughan, Brian W - c
Vaughan, Debra A




Villarrubia, Br. Andre Marie
Wahl, John D








Wharton, Brandon J - c
Wharton, Jill M
Wharton, Robert B Jr - c
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Owner Tag Dog Name Owner Tag Dog Name
-ambault Philip 1 Sadie Mae Berman, David 51 Panga
Garone Marsha 2 Madra Boisvert, Sherry 52 Lizzy
Aldnch Jaye 3 Taffy Patnode, Henry 53 Priscilla
Aldnch Ted 4 Tucker Frye, Anthony 54 Sadie
Garone Marsha 5 Tommy Patterson, Steve 55 Abbey
Crowl Scott 6 Arrow Calzmi, Joseph 56 Carly
Wahl John 7 Gus Keane, Steven 57 Jed
Wahl John 8 Buddy Patnode, Bill 58 Molly
Mehaffey Joyce 9 Bnndle Major, Michele 59 Tango
Mernfield. Sue 10 Molly Major, Michele 60 Sage
Mullms Virgil 11 Charlotte Brewer 61 Maxine
Blankenship. Coy 12 Bruno Marchant, Lisa 62 Jager
Jones Mary Jane 13 Annie Daigneault, Patrice 63 Striker
Howes Candace 14 Suki Watt, Allison 64 Sasse
Laitinen Elaine 15 Gus Wyman, Margie 65 Lucky
Layman. Christine 16 Keno Brooks, Roger 66 Shadow
Flagler Susan 17 Rosey Swanson, Walt 67 Maxx
Morns. Paul 18 Goldie Duca, Maureen 68 Alley
Morris. Paul 19 Jake Duca, Robert 69 Alfalfa
Puza. Mary 20 Bear Letourneau, Joseph 70 Kaiser
Toegel. Martha 21 Muktuk Letourneau, Joseph 71 Ayla
Graves Judith 22 Emmalouise Randall, Burns 72 Tiny
Graves Judith 23 Otto Perry, Sandra 73 Isabella
Rainey. Deborah 24 Tupelo Perry, Sandra 74 Eulalie
Coll. Deb 25 Rascal Porte, Huguette 75 Monty
Coll. Deb 26 Mo Reppucci, Norma 76 Shadow
Coll. Deb 27 Buster Brown Reppucci, Norma 77 Angie
Boccalim. Janet 28 Keesha Thibodeau, Joseph 78 Pete
McWhirk. Jim 29 Reagen McCaul, Heather 79 Tippy
Corey. Ron 30 Cassie McCaul, Heather 80 Toby
Cote. Gerald 31 Misty Taylor, Jeff 81 Digger
Cote. Gerald 32 Max Burdick, Diane 82 Amber
Tenero-Hart. Christine 33 Maggie Bielunis, Pam 83 Shadow
Huston. Evelyn 34 Kita Muller, Keith 84 Cecil
Patch Jessica 35 Gunner Muller, Keith 85 Bodhi
Meszaros. Deborah 36 Raven Hagar, Candace 86 Scoobi
Onsurez Mary Ann 37 Samantha Hagar, Candace 87 Shaggie
Onsurez. MaryAnn 38 Bennie Frazier, Laura 88 Brittany
Onsurez. MaryAnn 39 Jett Hill, Jennie 89 Maxx
Copley. Paul 40 Lexy Mullarkey, Margante 90 Brandy
Cushing. Gail 41 Hogan Mullarkey, Margarite 91 Maxi
Jarvis. Arlene 42 Annie Mullarkey, Margarite 92 Heidi
Clark Shannon 43 Guisseppe Ward, Freeman Sr. 93 Buddy
Kruse. Kip 44 Twinkle Berube, Kristen 94 Duke
Kruse. David 45 Tigger Bailey, Michael 95 Noelle
Kruse. Kip 46 Use Snyder, Hillary 96 Cloey
St Denis. Michelle 47 Vinny Boulay, Joseph 97 Bronson
St Denis Michelle 48 Crosby Savard, Melinda 98 Martin
Honkala. Mike 49 Roddy Doubleday, Airial 99 Gracey
Glenn Mehnda 50 Una Boisvert, Linda 100 Sheena
74.
DOG LIST 2002-2003
Owner Tag Dog Name Owner Tag Dog Name
Lewis, Richard 101 Bear Koch, Julie 151 Gregg
Modeen, Mark 102 Lady Maas, Stephanie 152 Hershey
Newton, Pat 103 Tucker McDermott, Daniel 153 Choco
Holtz, Dave 104 Bud Allen, Emily 154 Dusty
Balnis, Karen 105 Daisy Mattson, Eleanor 155 Taurus
MacNeil, Debbie 106 Zip Maynard, Corey 156 Daisy
McKinstry, Darleen 107 Jasmine Maynard, Corey 157 Levi
McKinstry, Darleen 108 Mulligan Silver, Jane 158 Buffy
Pelkey, Royce & Lori 109 Chester Tonweber, Patricia 159 Kasey
Gesner, Antoinette 110 Tanya Adams, Lynn 160 Lady
Boudreau, JC 111 Barnum Tanner, Darold 161 Slurpe
Purrington, Lois 112 Lady Hammond, Beatrice 162 Buddy
Purrington, Lois 113 Coco Hammond, Beatrice 163 Midnight
Bersaw, Doug 114 Finnegan O'Brien, Robert 164 Lady
McWhirk, Kathy 115 Gwinnie Torrey, Lisa 165 Choco
McWhirk, Kathy 116 Isis Bush, Diane 166 Boomer
McWhirk, Kathy 117 Ani Bush, Diane 167 Chance
Pearsall, Elizabeth 118 Boofus Goodnow, Jen 168 Sammy
Dieter, Rich 119 Jeeter Goodnow, Kathy 169 Baby
Vaughan, Debra 120 Sara Pulsifer, William 170 Here
Cummings, David 121 Group 6 Goulas, Beth 171 Winnie
Wharton, Robert 122 Amber Tague, Judith 172 Buckwheat
Kimbrell, Sharon 123 Ted E. Bear Barfield, Karen 173 Autum
Herman, Melissa 124 Cindy Camuso, Lois 174 Tip
Morris, Stephen 125 Jack Mason, Kim 175 Nayo
Goodell, Freda 126 Tiny Holbrook, Sandy 176 Tara
Goodell, Freda 127 Tippy Dickinson, Richard 177 Sparky
Goodell, Dana 128 Liz Sonntag, Amy 178 Max
Hoefer, Michael 129 Greta Kozlowski, Joe 179 Meggie
Martin, Lee 130 Chelsey Gallagher, George 180 Sam
Martin, Lee 131 Rusty Boscarino, Steven 181 Sally Boo
Springer, Roger 132 Jenny Pierce, Roderick 182 Petie
Springer, Roger 133 Jake Pierce, Roderick 183 Princess
Felegara, Elizabeth 134 Pete Pierce, Shirley 184 Sassy
Pogorzelski, Evelyn 135 Otto Mattson, Eleanor 1.85 Roxy
Beauregard, Marcus 136 Ben Butterfield, Kathryn 186 Benn
Troughton, Bert 137 Kip Campbell, Ed 187 Tess
Troughton, Bert 138 Schindler Qualters, Bob 188 Cody
Picotte, Kitty 139 Tasha Spring, Alison 189 Grace
t Herron, Linda 140 Jazz Rokes, Michelle 190 Aspen
Marcotte, Kevin 141 Farley Knowlton, Chelsie 191 Alex
Marcotte, Kevin 142 Honey Audette, Betty 192 Trixie
Swanson, Julie 143 Jake Goldberg, Fred 193 Willie
i Bloom, Sheila 144 Leo Purrington, Benjamin 194 Otis
Richardson, Larry 145 Smokestack Purrington, Benjamin 195 Boomer
Oxx, Carol 146 Victoria Hart, Kenneth 196 Little Bit
Blais, George 147 Lolly Szczygiel, Gayle 197 Max
Hagar, Barbara 148 Dundee Davis, Leonard 198 Joey
Hagar, Arthur 149 Wader Weekes, Robert 199 Becky



























































201 Wagner, Ed Madison
202 Abby Lang. Luanne 252 Banchee
203 Molly Snow. Sherry 253 Nala
204 Bradley Drew. Alicia 254 Chelsea
205 Hershey Monn, Ludger 255 Jake
206 Rocky Lutz, Leighton 256 Prince
207 Nala Harville. Patty 257 Luey
208 Rover Becklo, Bonnie 258 AJ
209 Hooch Schmidt, Loreal 259 Tasha
210 Lilly Schmidt, Jason 260 Cody
211 Tiffany Leslie, Richard 261 Jed
212 Kita Leslie, Richard 262 Casey
213 Kuba Leslie, Robin 263 Zelda
214 Natasha Codignotto, John 264 Lacy
215 Henry Frampton, David 265 Annie
216 Trixie Laplume, Judith 266 Petey
217 Dixie Dilello, Cay 267 Bonnie
218 Mocha Barth, John 268 Bo
219 Amber Barth, John 269 Kaylo
220 Courage Hulett, Gerald 270 Peanut
221 Elsa Hulett, Rita 271 Mushie
222 Grade Haskins, Becky 272 Rocky
223 Stella Hollenbeck, Beth 273 Baylor
224 Luna Condon, Bonnie 274 Trixie
225 Puccini Friedman, Erin 275 Gabby
226 Molly Cantrell, William 276 Group 5
227 Sam Quinn, Debbie 277 Baby
228 Dachi Sweeney, Bill 278 Max
229 Sasha Ogrady, Nancy 279 Shadow
230 Tucker Macadams, Timothy 280 Sassy
231 Petunia Thayer, Christopher 281 Rocky
232 Bandit Christo, Linda 282 Penny
233 Moe Goodnow, Jennifer 283 Star
234 Kota Mallett, Douglas 284 Misty
235 Penelope Bannister, Bonnie 285 Benny
236 Molly Majoy, Peter 286 Chelsea
237 Peggy Hillock, Bill 287 Buddy
238 AJ Laclair, Russell 288 Duke
239 Ace Laclair, Lisa 289 Kalloway
240 Lucky Laclair, Lisa 290 Max
241 Zuzu Anderson, Jolyne 291 Pugsley
242 Clancy Royce, Doug 292 Harley
243 Kisha Bannister, Bonnie 293 Keisha
244 Karo Brewer, Kevin 294 Lucas
245 Mikayla Tommila, Chris 295 Danger
246 Max Keane, Stephen 296 Gus
247 Shady Brunk, Katie 297 Buddy
248 Group Tryba, Tracy 298 Riley
249 Champ Tryba, Tracy 299 Gulliver





































s< Taxpayer Name map lot acres gross value $ tax$
2 2 Ahmed. Hindi 8 Aida 003D-001A 10 1 1,070 29
Aldnch. Theodore & Jaye 004D-020 132 117,950 3,142
4 4 Allen Mark 001B-023A 411 86,500 2,304
55 1254 Alther & Mary Wells. Daniel 002A-026G 3.2 26,100 695
'
-iato. Arthur T 007B-017 97 107,200 2,856
8 1 147 Amato Robert J 007B-018 88 80,000 2,131
10 9 Amato. Thomas 005D-09A 3.5 27,750 739
86 1 167 Anderson Jolyne M 001A-024 3 113.380 3,020
11 10 Anderson. Norman E 001D-003 6 18,150 484
411 1021 Angell. Carol P 002B-00P 3.2 24,650 657
n 648 Annas. Pamela J 002B-00B 3 63,500 1,692
12 1 1 Apuzzo. Salvatore & Carmela 004D-019 37.5 3,338 89
13 12 Archambault. Therese 004C-016B 30 135,158 3,601
463 1011 Archhambault. James R 004C-035 5.4 64,100 1,708
715 1055 Arnold. Steven L & Donna C 001A-025 12.8 157,592 4,198
716 1055 Arnold Steven L & Donna C 001A-025A 14 897 24
117 14 Atkins. Edith 004A-001 72.7 9,123 243
19 14 Atkins. Edith 004A-002 160 139,856 3,726
20 14 Atkins. Edith 004A-002A 6 23,964 638
21 14 Atkins. Edith 004A-004 1.8 115 3
22 14 Atkins. Edith 004A-005A 5.8 728 19
506 1017 Atkins. Edward &Tracy L 007D-007 0.5 57,650 1,536
516 1295 Aukstikalnis, & Elaine K, John 0O4D-00F 6.4 109,000 2,904
530 790 Auvil. Sandra 001D-001A 5.1 64,650 1,722
16 17 Bailey, Hamilton 004A-025 20 1,834 49
24 17 Bailey, Hamilton 006A-007 20.2 1,614 43
27 18 Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy, co F 003A-022 84 10,541 281
28 18 Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy, co F 004A-017 55 5,383 143
29 18 Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy, co F 006A-001 282,665 7,530
30 18 Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy, co F 006A-002 13.5 58,750 1,565
31 18 Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy, co F 006A-003 60 4,681 125
32 18 Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy, co F 006A-006 40 3,498 93
33 18 Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy, co F 006A-008 100 9,857 263
34 18 Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy, co F 007A-002 116.5 9,188 245
938 1064 Bailey, Kathleen 007B-004C 3.26 23,950 638
35 840 Baird Trustee, James L 001B-029B 10.3 15,450 412
36 840 Band Trustee, James L 002A-021 12 4,800 128
37 20 Baker. Irene 005D-007 2 10,000 266
38 20 Baker, Irene 005D-008 9 73,600 1,961
40 785 Ballou Rev Trust, Laurence, co 006A-020 117 7,345 196
39 22 Ballou, Joan A 006B-001 10 2,400 64
816 1033 Balnis, Wayne A 003B-010 20 114,750 3,057
721 1121 Bannister, Bonnie L, Joseph E 007D-006 7.6 100,300 2,672
42 25 Barfield, Brian & Karen 002A-022D 22.4 122,100 3,253
540 1003 Barghoorn, Steven F 001C-007 81 10,165 271
541 982 Barghoorn, Steven F 001C-008 131 16,439 438
542 982 Barghoorn, Steven F 001C-010 62.3 92,292 2,459
543 982 Barghoorn, Steven F 001C-011 2.2 276 7
824 26 Barlow. Roy & Maria 005B-005A 3.9 153,950 4,101
375 1 189 Barnabas Trust, co Howland Hor 004D-015A 48.1 642 17
365 1096 Barth, & Lorna Watkins, John 007A-009B 5.4 187,975 5,008
78.
ser Act# Taxpayer Name
44 29 Bartlett, Roy M & Simone A
868 30 Bartos, Richard
45 30 Bartos, Richard
47 32 Bassett, Cortland A
613 1110 Batista, Jose
48 33 Bause, Christopher & Pamela
820 1016 Beal, Mark & April
631 821 Beauregard, Mark
60 38 Becklo, Carl & Bonnie
61 38 Becklo, Carl & Bonnie
930 1145 Bednar.&Katherine Q, Dean J
62 39 Beers, Mary Hawley
73 41 Bennett, Shaun
74 41 Bennett, Shaun
453 1214 Benoit, Todd A
76 43 Bense, Roger & Joanne
78 45 Berg, Christopher & Joann
247 1131 Berglin, & Violet H, Carl F
302 890 Berman, David & Brenda
209 1208 Bernier, Joan C
81 48 Bersaw, Douglas & Kathleen
82 49 Berube, Norman & Kristen
83 50 Bielunis, Alan & Pamela
85 689 Bigda, Richard
192 1221 Bisset, & Cindy M, Mark A
90 55 Blackledge, James & Maureen
102 923 Blair 1999 Revocable Trust, Sh
103 923 Blair 1999 Revocable Trust, Sh
279 1246 Blair, & Torri M, Harold P
91 56 Blair, Harold & Norma
93 659 Blais, Frederick
58 Blais, George & Helena
62 Blessed Sacrament Community
64 Boccalini, John C
64 Boccalini, John C
393 1237 Boes, Michelle
108 1114 Boncal, Steven A
720 Boscarino, Trustee of the, Ste
69 Boudreau, James G & Gayle J
70 Boudreau, John & Lynn
70 Boudreau, John & Lynn
771 Boulay, Joseph
Boyd, Leaugeay
Brady, James & Mary
Bragg, Mark & Susann
Brewer, Donna
74 Brewer, Geraldine
76 Brewer, Kevin & Mary
747 Brewer, Susan
791 Brickyard Brook - Common Land





















map lot acres gross value $ tax$
001D-008 9.3 20,500 546
007B-014A 3.16 26,900 717
007B-015 5.9 85,900 2,288
002D-024 11.4 9,100 242
001D-013B 11.55 38,900 1,036
003C-018 3.4 65,600 1,748
007D-001 1.7 86,000 2,291
005B-015 2 68,600 1,828
004A-009A 21.7 2,202 59
004A-013B 8.3 136,457 3,635
002B-005B 3.04 95,585 2,546
004D-018C 5.01 88,200 2,083
004A-003 5 23,800 634
004A-003A 1.25 56,500 1,505
002A-029 3 69,450 1,451
002B-00A 2.9 80,600 2,147
003B-019 5 97,850 2,607
005B-006F 9.3 125,150 3,334
002A-032C 11.1 141,334 3,765
001A-021 5.2 102,825 2,739
004C-002I 6.4 186,350 4,964
001B-023B 7.08 126,150 3,361
002A-032D 5.5 116,750 3,110
001A-023 6.2 113,500 3,024
002A-026H 5.7 84,550 2,252
004D-00A 11.3 149,732 3,989
001B-029 2.1 156,750 4,176
001B-029A 7.3 10,950 292
005B-014 1 20,000 533
006A-013 1.5 74,050 1,973




004C-002H 111.87 46,555 1,240
002C-017 28 144,800 3,655
004C-003 18.8 43,900 1,170
005D-010 3.5 26,750 713
003D-005A 4.58 125,150 3,334
004C-007A 6.11 194,850 5,191
001C-028 6.2 29,550 787
002A-015 5 95,175 2,535
004D-00B 7.5 131,350 3,499
002C-017A 4.6 113,050 3,012
002A-022E 17.5 22,500 599
001C-005H 7.04 168,150 4,480
004A-023 15.7 77,055 2,053
003D-006B 25 29,514 786
001B-001 1 90,500 2,411
002A-009I 1 90,550 2,412
005C-003 9 27,000 719
001A-018 12.3 788 21




tall Taxpayer Name map lot acres gross value $ tax $
841 Bridge Carl & Ann 002A-035 5 627 17
242 605 Bnedis. Robert 003D-019 2363 9,450 252
122 itha. Virginia 003D-023 8 154,400 4,113
123 Si Brokenshire Trust 004A-019 05 24,250 646
81 Brokenshire Trust 004A-021 150 6,864 183
124 81 Brokenshire Trust 004A-021A 12 118,937 3,168
126 81 Brokenshire Trust 004A-021B 12 880 23
81 Brokenshire Trust 004A-021C 05 28 1
1 109 Brooks Trustee. Roger N 001B-035 70 8,165 218
135 1 109 Brooks Trustee Roger N 003C-025 40 940 25
130 1 109 Brooks Trustee. Roger N 003C-028 18 20,677 551
137 1 109 Brooks Trustee. Roger N 003C-030 26 1,444 38
132 84 Brooks. Revocable Trust, Roger 001B-015 26.3 1,929 51
131 84 Brooks. Revocable Trust, Roger 001B-016 30.1 122,187 3,255
136 84 Brooks. Revocable Trust, Roger 003C-027 0.5 400 11
138 85 Brown. Edward & Deanna 004C-021 3 7,500 200
286 1210 Brown. Trust. Marianne G 006A-009 49 125,200 3,335
140 87 Brunelle. Richard & Deborah, C 002B-00C 2 21,500 573
233 673 Brunk. Kathryn 004C-016A 10.53 110,750 2,950
141 861 Bruno. Albert & Angelina 004D-00C 5.3 106,700 2,842
641 1012 Buck. David A & Marilyn M 004D-013B 3.2 135,800 3,618
497 679 Budaj. Frank & Cynthia 006C-005 0.6 46,200 1,231
143 90 Buffum. Warren J & Cathy J 005B-008A 15.7 1,006 27
144 91 Bugatch. Sharon P 007D-006A 2 117,950 3,142
557 1000 Burdick. & Diane L, Douglas V 001B-011 3 97,950 2,609
146 92 Burns. August 006A-004 86.9 161,453 4,301
145 1290 Burns. JoAnne P 003A-023 12.1 1,008 27
459 783 Burns, Randall 005C-002 7.2 90,000 2,398
764 1260 Buscarlno, & Patricia, David A 004C-011 24.5 120,250 3,203
147 93 Bush, Christopher & Diane 002B-002 28.5 105,434 2,809
218 1084 Busick. Robert & Cheryl 007A-016 2 105,300 2,805
346 806 Butterfield, James & Kathryn 004D-00G 7.2 179,700 4,787
314 1094 Buzzell et al, James H 004C-034 14.33 87,960 2,343
952 1094 Buzzell et al, James H 004C-034A 6.67 26,500 706
953 1094 Buzzell et al, James H 004C-034B 6.69 25,650 683
954 1094 Buzzell et al, James H 004C-034C 13.19 24,000 639
151 96 Calabro, Joseph 001D-007B 20 2,510 67
150 96 Calabro, Joseph 005D-01
1
2 89,300 2,379
153 97 Calzini, Richard & Patricia 001A-040 7 117,050 3,118
152 97 Calzini, Richard & Patricia 004A-027 39.33 2,520 67
154 99 Campbell, Edward & Barbara 002A-026F 3.2 100,750 2,684
184 1120 Camuso, & Lois M, Anthony 007A-013 35 168,350 4,485
483 1048 Cantrell, William 003B-003 55.8 82,598 2,182
819 1111 Carbone, & Peggy Ann, Robert J 002A-032B 5.5 183,450 4,887
415 905 Carey Revocable Trust, Mary Ja 002D-010E 6.72 132,350 3,526
156 100 Carnie, James & Mary 004C-018 3.22 33,742 899
830 100 Carnie, James & Mary 004C-018A 3.19 1,207 32
157 100 Carnie, James & Mary 004C-019 25.6 109,129 2,907
637 909 Carpenter. John & Brenda 001A-045 2 63,650 1,696
256 1226 Carrier, Mark 001A-035 29.1 67,697 1,803
158 101 Carrier, Roger Sr & Mary 007D-002 1.7 73,850 1,967
80.
Property
ser Act# Taxpayer Name
931 1045 Carter, Michelle & Scott
436 1249 Cary, Cert F
161 103 Cass Estate, Lyman
164 106 Cauthen, Gene & Marita
206 108 Cersosimo Industries Inc
435 108 Cersosimo Industries Inc
167 108 Cersosimo Industries Inc
165 1 187 Cersosimo Lumber Co
166 1 187 Cersosimo Lumber Co
169 109 Chamberlain, Mrs John, co Mari
955 1242 Cincotta, & Antoinette, Mark
1 70 110 Clark, James & Carol
171 111 Clark, Steven & Marcia
159 102 Clarke, Maureen P
722 1177 Clayton, Joseph E
187 1091 Codignotto Jr, John
240 1230 Cofske, Karen M
174 114 Cohn, Martin & Marjorie
1 75 115 Cole, Kenneth & Valerie
176 116 Coll, William & Debra
596 414 Comptois, Barbara
180 120 Conant, Gilbert & Margaret
181 121 Condon, Lloyd & Bonnie
228 862 Connell, Daniel & Abigail
182 123 Copeland, Glenn & Patricia
17 902 Copley, Paul
826 907 Copley,& Dawn M Waterman, Alia
52 701 Corey, & Jeannine E, Ronald
429 1058 Cormier Sr, Ronald A & Alice M
791 1065 Corrody, Robert E
186 126 Cossa, Mario
401 273 Cote, Joanne F
188 128 Courchene, Hector
189 554 Courchene, Hector & Janet
190 554 Courchene, Hector & Janet
191 554 Courchene, Hector & Janet
168 772 Coy, Robert
193 130 Coy, Robert
513 1046 Coyle, Joseph
407 1046 Coyle, Joseph
195 132 Cronk Estate, Alice
6 773 Crowl, Scott
196 133 Crowley, Elizabeth
197 134 Currier, & Doreen M, Bruce
198 135 Cuseo, George & Kathryn
263 756 Cushing, Ronald & Gail
217 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership
544 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership
545 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership
551 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership
199 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership
Tax Inventory
2002
map lot acres gross value $ tax$
002B-005C 3.22 65,200 1,737
001A-043 1.3 53,400 1,423
001C-015 8 3,200 85
003D-003 32.8 1,269 34
002C-002B 70.6 30,900 823
003C-008 133.4 7,409 197
005B-007 105 64,350 1,714
002C-002A 33.8 16,300 434
002C-003 47 18,800 501
002B-014 2 3,000 80
004C-034D 6.06 24,750 659
007B-012D 3.16 132,550 3,531
005B-005B 3.8 135,400 3,607
002B-00E 3 106,000 2,824
002B-00F 1.5 97,950 2,609
002B-00D 3.7 104,450 2,783
002A-026C 3.6 101,800 2,712
002B-011B 17.2 1,360 36
003B-014A 14.3 1,515 40
004C-019A 12 119,873 3,193
005B-006A 9.5 103,600 2,760
002B-012 115 7,457 199
002B-004 7.05 157,900 4,206
004D-00D 6.3 141,200 3,762
005A-004 0.5 200 5
001A-020 8 102,450 2,729
006B-004 40 2,563 68
002D-010B 5.12 94,650 2,255
004C-010 4.9 101,640 2,708
001C-005J 6.4 55,100 1,468
005D-013A 17.55 133,950 3,568
004C-022 22 128,608 3,426
005B-008C 12.5 801 21
005B-008B 12.7 814 22
005B-010 48 4,550 121
007A-001 50.1 1,471 39
002D-004 15 441 12
002D-005 57 89,650 2,388
002C-014 21 1,529 41
002C-015 177.7 13,083 349
007B-006 4.7 3,750 100
002D-010A 5.25 99,100 2,640
001D-007A 5.1 94,950 2,529
006A-022 25 71,580 1,907
005D-003 1.2 53,700 1,431
005B-006G 9.2 129,050 3,438
001B-022A 1 5,000 133
001C-016 72 2,716 72
001C-017 100 3,350 89
002D-013 10 134 4




s<> Act* Taxpayer Name map lot acres gross value $ tax $
136 Cyr Family I td Pvirtnership 003C-007 40 1,556 41
200 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 004C-001 81 30,974 825
201 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 006B-009 67 6 2,782 74
202 y Ltd Partnership 007A-008G 474 3,350 89
136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 007A-009C 345 2,451 65
316 .Villiam & Camilla 004C-002D 362 120,600 3,213
440 843 Daigneault Thomas & Patricia 001C-026 56 93,250 2,484
D'Alessio Thelma L 002B-00J 2 75,750 2,018
205 ; Daley. James T 004C-020 75 35,287 940
806 732 Daniels William P & Jennifer 001C-005I 10.29 142,200 3,788
648 Davis Jr Trust. William 002C-012 3 2,400 64
268 1148 Davis Claire E 001C-002B 1064 101,200 2,696
914 Davis Joseph & Cathy 004D-OOJ 5 1 106,350 2,833
207 140 Davis Leonard & Valma 003C-023 1449 97,700 2,603
206 776 Davis Lynn 003C-024 305 101,800 2,712
211 1 199 Deegan. & Brenda Germain. Mark 004C-009 13 1,631 43
1 156 Deem. & Heather Green. Shannon 001C-027 5.1 73,450 1,957
145 Delo Martha 005A-024 50 3,204 85
214 145 Delo. Martha 005A-025 12 769 20
956 1220 Demasco. & Kimberly B. Stephen 004C-034E 6.12 24,750 659
939 1253 Deveau & Anne S P. Richard T 007B-004D 4.05 27,950 745
219 149 Dickinson. Richard & Alice 001B-004.004A 8.3 126,967 3,382
311 1113 Dicks. & Robin. Trevor 003D-001B 8.1 96,550 2,572
869 1104 Dieter, & Cahtenne M, Richard 007B-014B 3.19 121,450 3,235
220 151 Digerommo. Marcello & Luciano 007B-019 0.5 31,350 835
221 151 Digerommo, Marcello & Luciano 007B-021A 1.7 2,550 68
222 151 Digerommo. Marcello & Luciano 007B-021B 0.3 450 12
225 151 Digerommo, Marcello & Luciano 007B-021C 5.2 30,600 815
223 151 Digerommo, Marcello & Luciano 007B-022 23.5 1,305 3£
224 151 Digerommo, Marcello & Luciano 007B-023 36.3 1,861 5C
227 153 Dilello. Catheryn 006A-01
1
1.6 68,900 1,836
232 158 Dorey, Christopher 001C-001C 22.8 27,610 73€
204 137 D'Ono. Frank & Doris 003B-022 5.1 123,150 3,281
1 1198 Doubleday, Airial 002A-030 5 70,000 1,865
235 160 Drew. B J & Margaret 005B-006E 9.3 34,500 91S
236 700 Drew. Richard & Alicia 002C-019 48 156,432 4,167
238 162 Duca. Robert & Maureen 006D-001 0.25 57,950 1,54*
239 163 Dunn. Thomas & June 007A-008D 5.02 93,500 2,22'
681 1256 Dupuis. Arthur W 007D-003 1 54,700 1,457
116 569 Dupuis. Sybil 004A-001A 15 1,882 5(
260 1128 Dutton, & Debora, Francis P 002A-022C 15.9 94,136 2,50*
827 894 Dzakonski, Joseph & Florence 003D-002 7.7 100,700 2,68:
243 165 Eismont. Rostislav & Jean 005D-004 2.3 609 U
244 165 Eismont. Rostislav & Jean 005D-010A 4.44 395 V
245 165 Eismont, Rostislav & Jean 005D-012 5.1 85,350 2,27<
246 165 Eismont, Rostislav & Jean 005D-013B 26.43 2,352 6:
555 1001 Ellis, Robert H 001C-002D 6.61 95,300 2,53<
248 167 Fairbanks, Orvis & Donna 005B-008D 12.5 1,324 3!
586 595 Fall, William 004C-006 6.2 25,800 68"
323 1118 Falls Brook Trust 006B-002 71 3,286 81
922 1118 Falls Brook Trust 006B-002A 4 117 :
82.
ser Act# Taxpayer Name
56 1118 Falls Brook Trust
334 1118 Falls Brook Trust
336 1118 Falls Brook Trust
338 1118 Falls Brook Trust
339 1118 Falls Brook Trust
391 1244 Farnum Jr, & Lynn A, Michael H
251 170 Fedor, Stephen & Elizabeth
252 171 Felegara, Robert & Elizabeth
173 1028 Fernadez, & Ida, Victor
944 1116 Fernandez, & Ida, Victor
94 173 Filipi, Arnie & Theresa
257 176 Fish Jr, O'Neil & Viola
259 178 Flagler Jr, Richard E & Susan L
262 830 Flanders Revocable Trust
261 180 Flanders, Dana & Carol
553 603 Foote Jr, George, B
556 603 Foote Jr, George, B
546 603 Foote Jr, George, B
547 603 Foote Jr, George, B
548 603 Foote Jr, George, B
549 603 Foote Jr, George, B
550 603 Foote Jr, George, B
264 183 Ford, Richard
84 1240 Fortner, Shannon R, Shawnery L
269 187 Frampton, David & Margaret
270 187 Frampton, David & Margaret
162 1176 Franks, John Wayne
271 188 Franzen, William
272 189 Frazier, Christopher
276 193 Frye, Anthony & Catherine
277 194 Fusco II, Mark Antony
531 999 Gallagher, George C
106 801 Gallagher, Steven & Diana
280 197 Galloway, Thomas A
832 1250 Garone, Marsha C
281 198 Garone, Marsha L
282 199 Gehling, Leslie T
284 201 Gilman, Charles
288 205 Goldberg, Fred
289 206 Goodell, Boyd & Pamela
332 868 Goodell, Freda & Gilbert
340 868 Goodell, Freda & Gilbert
341 868 Goodell, Freda & Gilbert
290 207 Goodnow, Lloyd & Kathy
230 1086 Goodnow, Lloyd P&Christopher
41 851 Gourley, James & Sandra
384 1192 Gramuglia, John C
293 210 Grandy, Henry & Adella
294 211 Grashow, Gary
295 212 Graves, David & Judith
296 212 Graves, David & Judith
Property Tax Inventory
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map lot acres gross value $ tax$
006B-004A 10 294 8
007B-009 225 6,608 176
007B-021 20 1,442 38
008B-002 9 649 17
008B-003 45 3,244 86
004D-018A 3.1 24,200 645
004A-024 64 171,788 4,576
007A-008B 3.44 100,850 2,687
004C-002E 3.43 163,050 4,344
004C-010A 3.43 98,100 2,613
002B-010 5.11 152,100 4,052
006D-007 0.75 19,000 506
007A-008A 3.47 161,829 4,155
007B-005 97.7 89,895 2,075
003B-020 5.1 115,700 3,046
001C-002 73.42 2,524 67
001C-003 79 2,320 62
002C-007 152 19,574 521
002C-013 80 10,039 267
002C-018 42 5,271 140
002C-020 7 5,600 149
002C-021 2.5 2,000 53
005B-008E 13.3 - -
003B-007 0.5 66,600 1,774




002B-00O 2.1 55,250 1,472
002C-016 50 23,827 635
006A-012 2.7 103,050 2,745
004D-00E 5.9 155,750 4,149
001A-004 1 42,000 1,119
001A-039 6.5 36,350 968
005C-003B 4 121,800 3,245
001D-018 20 9,550 254
001A-043A 1.6 23,000 613
001A-016 137 251,723 6,706
004D-010 1 26,050 694
005B-002 3 129,450 3,449
003D-017 17.62 117,700 3,136
001A-033 30.5 108,591 2,893
007B-008 334 203,126 5,188
008B-004 75 5,039 134
008B-005 17 1,226 33
001C-001A 5.3 191,200 5,094
001C-001B 22.6 27,585 735
003B-009 83 5,285 141
002B-00T 4.2 57,300 1,526
004C-014 10 65,850 1,754
002B-003 13.9 1,100 29
002A-022G 50.2 4,617 123




sef Act# Taxpayer Name map lot acres gross value $ tax $
297 213 Greenfield Co 004A-008 46 9 5,885 157
213 Greenfield Co 004A-008A 29.8 3,740 100
299 213 Greenfield Co 004A-008B 10.3 1,293 34
300 213 Greenfield Co 004A-013A 15.9 32,450 864
498 1023 Greenspan. & Mill Berejo. Dani 002B-00I 4 74,612 1,988
303 216 Gunnerson, Darren 005B-006I 5.3 151,650 4,040
304 217 Gunan. Michael 007A-005 120 171,903 4,580
526 695 Gustafson. Michael & Patty 001C-024 5.4 100,300 2,672
14 598 Gutknecht. Charles & Marjory 006A-019B 4.4 110,900 2,954
522 1 122 H+H Investments LLC 003D-018 39 4,894 130
523 1122 H+H Investments LLC 003D-026 2.1 1,700 45
417 873 Hadley, Daniel & Judith 005B-028 4.5 9,450 252
418 873 Hadley. Daniel & Judith 005B-029 2.8 61,100 1,628
503 878 Hagar Jr, Barbara & Arthur 005B-004A 3 61,750 1,645
305 754 Hallas, Henry & Louise 005A-012 18.3 20,231 539
306 754 Hallas, Henry & Louise 005A-012A 25 120,240 3,203
307 754 Hallas, Henry & Louise 005A-012B 7 93 2
308 219 Hallas, Herbert 003A-021 12 666 18
309 219 Hallas. Herbert 005A-010 40.5 4,383 117
100 1151 Halliday, Rene 004C-002B 6.56 123,790 3,298
310 220 Halpern, Carol 002B-0GG 1.4 83,100 2,214
706 1119 Haman,& Lauren S Reese, Michae 006C-003 0.3 30,800 821
312 222 Hamm, George & Verena 002C-01
1
15.8 10,000 266
932 1022 Hammond et al, & Beatrice E, R 002B-005D 3.1 76,050 2,026
472 1297 Hanson, & Richard Rosemond, Ka 003D-016 5.13 75,400 2,009
598 1259 Harrington, Susan, Steve 005B-013 1 87,400 2,328
315 225 Harris, Arthur & Patricia 002A-032F 5.3 143,650 3,827
691 1009 Hart, Kenneth G 004A-006 4.1 109,450 2,916
318 228 Harvey, Alan 007D-010 1 45,950 958
319 229 Haskins, Terence & Rebecca 002A-016 5 157,090 4,185
99 1082 Hastings, Randy 005B-019A 2.04 105,650 2,815
321 231 Haught, Robert & Anna 004D-009 4 88,150 2,348
79 691 Hayward Rev Trust, Carol W 001B-012 1.7 142,550 3,798
923 233 Heimann, Marjorie 006B-002B 10 235 6
329 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-001A 34 1,696 45
330 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-001B 94 3,268 87
331 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-007 45 1,057 28
333 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-008A 0.38 35 1
335 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-010 23 1,687 45
324 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-014 160 9,271 247
876 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-014I 4.31 24,950 665
877 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-014J 3.54 23,800 634
878 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-014K 6.41 28,100 749
524 753 Heise II, Roy & Jennifer 001C-022 6.3 106,750 2,844
342 235 Heise, Roy & Shirley 003C-001 33.08 64,064 1,707
344 235 Heise, Roy & Shirley 003C-010 76.3 376,120 10,020
345 235 Heise, Roy & Shirley 004D-011B 4 24,500 653
759 236 Herman, Kenneth & Melissa 001C-005F 6.24 783 21
776 236 Herman, Kenneth & Melissa 001C-005G 6.58 175,188 4,667
348 238 Herron, John M & Linda S 007A-009A 5 162,050 4,317




ser Act# Taxpayer Name map lot acres gross value $ tax$
570 396 Pearsall, William 002A-007 6.7 89 2
571 396 Pearsall, William 002A-012 72.5 4,613 123
567 396 Pearsall, William 002A-013 5.3 109,000 2,904
566 395 Pearsall, Michael 002D-006 21.6 98,550 2,625
572 398 Peck, John 001B-007 4.1 25,700 685
729 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 001B-024B 2,777 74
734 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 002B-013 15 833 22
735 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 002B-015 84 4,665 124
736 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 002B-018 50 2,777 74
746 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 003B-015 200 11,107 296
750 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 004B-001 246 18,615 496
751 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 004B-002 308 17,105 456
752 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 004B-003 53 2,943 78
756 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 006B-005 54.6 3,032 81
757 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 006B-006 265.4 14,739 393
758 643 Peirce Trustee, Chester D 006B-007 70 3,888 104
5 1056 Pelkey, Royce L & Lori A 001A-041 5.2 96,150 2,561
59 1135 Pelletier, LeaT 002A-026I 5.2 34,350 915
574 400 Perry, David & Ernest 006A-005 150 16,234 432
577 402 Perry, Roger & Sandra 001C-012 20 134,600 3,586
579 404 Picotte, Roger 007A-010 41.3 137,940 3,675
554 730 Pierce, Roderick & Shirley 001C-002C 6.57 89,700 2,390
582 406 Pinard, Peter 004D-024 7.3 468 12
581 1031 Pinard, Peter & Thomas 004D-023 9 577 15
533 739 Pitts, Lynne 002D-009A 8.3 111 3
534 739 Pitts, Lynne 002D-010D 6.5 115,407 3,074
583 407 Plitt, Allen & Victor 002B-00Q 3.2 23,300 621
584 408 Plonsky, Robert & Blanche 002B-00R 4.2 56,250 1,499
179 979 Pogorzelski, Evelyn & Stanley 001B-022 29 64,096 1,708
585 409 Porte, Michel & Huguette 002A-033 11 161,277 4,296
811 1173 Pratt II, Daniel P 005B-023 46 2,948 79
185 1174 Pratt, Bonnie E 005B-022 99 104,450 2,783
588 412 PSNH 003A-024 32.7 98,100 2,068
589 412 PSNH 004A-026 15.9 47,700 1,006
590 412 PSNH 005B-024 10.2 30,600 645
591 412 PSNH 006A-025 13 39,000 822
592 412 PSNH 006B-010 29.5 88,500 1,866
593 412 PSNH 008B-DPTL 2,362,353 49,798
958 1200 Pulsifer, William N 001D-007A1 15.4 33,750 899
712 1160 Purrington, & Cori L Cassidy, 003C-032B 12.1 81,190 2,163
212 891 Pursell, Dean & Elizabeth 002B-005 4.49 108,900 2,901
597 415 Putnam, Lloyd & Irene 006C-011 0.5 17,450 465
599 417 Qualters, Robert 001D-007C 21.9 139,650 3,720
600 418 Quint Estate, John 001A-014 15 26,955 718
601 418 Quint Estate, John 001A-014A 15 950 25
602 418 Quint Estate, John 001A-014B 2.3 54 1
603 418 Quint Estate, John 001A-014C 0.6 44 1
604 418 Quint Estate, John 001A-015 102 108,650 2,894
605 418 Quint Estate, John 001A-015A 24 3,075 82
606 418 Quint Estate, John 001A-015B 1 303 8
616 421 Ramsden, David & Phyllis 004A-009B 16.31 26,572 708
89.
set Act* Taxpayer Name
421 Ramsden. David & Phyllis
Randall John & Margaret
B34 423 Randall John & Margaret
424 Randall. Rodney & Dale
619 424 Randall. Rodney & Dale
620 424 Randall. Rodney & Dale
1 196 Rashid, & Darcey S Kelly. Sika
446 1294 Raymond. Ronald B
622 426 Reichert. Francis
9 1 162 Remick. et al. Matthew F
388 845 Reppucci. Daniel & Norma
624 428 Reynolds. Harry & Kathryn
625 429 Rice. Frank & Winifred
627 431 Richardson. Bar Hull Trustee
628 432 Richardson. Laurence
630 434 Richardson, Robert
95 594 Richmond Community Church
907 594 Richmond Community Church
395 1 143 Richmond Country Store LLC
865 1 143 Richmond Country Store LLC
57 986 Richmond Realty Trust, co Heri
58 986 Richmond Realty Trust, co Heri
632 436 Robbins Revoc Trust, Dorothy
633 437 Robbins, Louise M
634 438 Robinson, Allen & Marcia
840 438 Robinson, Allen & Marcia
635 822 Rodd. Eunice
636 440 Rogers, Stillman & Barbara
805 731 Rogers, James
838 1115 Rokes, Michelle Castor, Troy
638 442 Romano. Gerald & Catherine
23 1255 Rosgers, & Brandi M, Joshua L
639 443 Rotaan Inc
644 1019 Royce Jr, John J
323 1030 Royce, &Maria T Eliopoulas, Do
780 780 Royce, Raymond & Sherry
671 799 Rule. John & Linda
640 444 Rupprecht, Judith Rizzo
761 693 Ryan, Gloria
762 693 Ryan, Gloria
646 446 S & M Forest Trust
647 446 S & M Forest Trust
648 446 S & M Forest Trust
649 446 S & M Forest Trust
650 816 Salett. Peter
652 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R
653 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R
651 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R
654 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R
655 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R
656 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R
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ser Act# Taxpayer Name map lot acres gross value $ tax$
657 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R 005A-001 40 2,221 59
608 448 Sandri, Acilio 003A-005 52 1,471 39
609 448 Sandri, Acilio 003A-006 88 2,516 67
611 448 Sandri, Acilio 003A-016 65 1,826 49
664 448 Sandri, Acilio 003A-017 40 4,236 113
612 448 Sandri, Acilio 003A-018 68.8 1,956 52
562 448 Sandri, Acilio 003A-020 20 1,282 34
430 448 Sandri, Acilio 005A-002 27 2,860 76
88 448 Sandri, Acilio 005A-003 50 6,275 167
519 448 Sandri, Acilio 005A-005 218.9 15,562 415
667 448 Sandri, Acilio 005A-006 9 953 25
75 448 Sandri, Acilio 005A-007 50 6,275 167
368 448 Sandri, Acilio 005A-008 120 10,858 289
665 448 Sandri, Acilio 005A-009 44 1,884 50
89 448 Sandri, Acilio 005A-014 25 3,137 84
839 727 Schmidt, & Loreal, Jason 002B-004A 3.06 114,800 3,058
658 450 Schmidt, Alan & Linda 005B-019B 3.1 132,700 3,535
476 899 Schoeneberger, Michael 005B-012 88 11,043 294
661 453 Schofield, Mary 001D-012A 36.3 146,151 3,893
950 1154 Scobi, & Antonia L, David 004A-009D 5.21 146,500 3,903
662 454 Seekircher, Walter & Louise 002B-00Z 2.8 59,200 1,577
275 1024 Sewall, & T E Crellin, Murphy 002B-00X 1.6 52,400 1,396
670 459 Shaw III, Herbert & Lolita 001B-005 8 211,900 5,645
668 458 Shaw, Henrietta 005A-017 100 6,408 171
669 458 Shaw, Henrietta 005A-018 26 1,666 44
672 461 Sheppard, Stephen 005B-018A 8.9 119 3
673 461 Sheppard, Stephen 006A-023 37.5 43,208 1,151
675 463 Shinn, Albert 002D-029 5.1 76,650 2,042
234 860 Silver, Jane 004C-017C 4.78 78,100 2,081
678 465 Silverman, Terry 002B-0AA 3.6 23,900 637
283 749 Silvia, Michael 007A-008C 5.48 125,700 3,349
679 741 Simmington, Robert 002D-030 0.41 611 16
680 467 Smalley, Ronald 001B-013 85 104,650 2,788
676 915 Smart, Timothy 005D-002 4.41 96,000 2,557
682 469 Smith, Alan & Cecilia 003B-005 4 87,975 2,344
683 470 Smythe, Sherry 006B-003 84.4 5,408 144
684 471 Snow, Wayne & Sherry 001C-005D 6.86 117,050 3,118
607 978 Soc for Protection NH Forests 001A-030 44 1,482 39
610 978 Soc for Protection NH Forests 003A-007 250 7,120 190
317 608 Sonntag, & Amy L, Mark P 005B-027 1.1 103,000 2,744
231 745 Spath, David & Nanci 004C-004 18.8 103,454 2,756
728 901 Sprague Brook Inc 001A-019 118 6,553 175
730 901 Sprague Brook Inc 001D-010 154 8,553 228
731 901 Sprague Brook Inc 001D-017 120 6,664 178
732 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002A-001 82 5,255 140
733 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002A-020 80 5,126 137
737 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-001 190.2 10,563 281
738 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-002 47.8 2,655 71
18 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-003 15 474 13
739 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-01
1
50 2,777 74




ser Adf Taxpayer Name map lot acres gross value $ tax $
901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-014 546 3,032 81
742 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-017 966 5,365 143
901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-019 33 1,833 49
901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-023 6 333 9
748 901 Sprague Brook Inc 003D-004 60 3,332 89
M9 901 Sprague Brook Inc 003D-007 6 753 20
575 901 Sprague Brook Inc 003D-011 138 55,200 1,471
576 901 Sprague Brook Inc 003D-020 7.5 3,000 80
744 901 Sprague Brook Inc 003D-022 68 5 3,804 101
753 901 Sprague Brook Inc 004D-002 426 23,658 630
754 901 Sprague Brook Inc 004D-016 11.9 797 21
688 475 Stachowicz, Theodore & Jane 003D-005B 4.74 27,700 738
747 867 Stange. Conrad 003B-016 11.4 268 7
90S 590 State of New Hampshire 001B-036 125 - -
904 590 State of New Hampshire 003C-033 55 - -
626 430 Stauble. Eric 007A-003 50 2,355 63
480 906 Stebbins, Michael P 004C-024 1.46 59,640 1,589
690 1049 Stinson Family Trust, co Mary 004A-005 85.7 4,759 127
837 1049 Stinson Family Trust, co Mary 004A-005B 5.3 574 15
301 1067 Stone et al. Robert J 002B-0BB 2.3 25,100 669
692 478 Stone. Helen 005B-020 6.7 86,050 2,292
693 479 Stone, Robert & Judith 002B-0DD 3.5 87,750 2,338
128 1069 Stratton Jr. Kathleen A, Linde 003B-004C 5 112,300 2,992
663 480 Strelitz. Pamela 001B-006 5.14 124,350 3,313
694 480 Strelitz, Pamela 006A-019C 4.1 113,200 3,016
793 852 Sul Jr, Edward & Judy 003D-001D 35 29,775 793
695 481 Sullivan, William 001B-014 19.2 105,533 2,811
696 481 Sullivan, William 001B-034A 55.5 3,556 95
697 481 Sullivan, William 001B-034B 94.3 6,043 161
698 481 Sullivan, William 003B-008 90 9,532 254
924 883 Swanson, & Janel L, Walter J 004D-015A1 3.25 21,800 581
925 883 Swanson, & Janel L, Walter J 004D-015A2 3.28 45,500 1,212
660 1071 Swanson, & Julie R, Timothy O 004D-00M 10.5 100,450 2,676
701 484 Swanson, Edwin & Linda 006A-018 3 74,700 1,990
702 485 Swanson, Marcia 004D-003B 7.3 773 21
821 485 Swanson, Marcia 004D-003C 112.5 48,773 1,299
194 672 Sweeney, Norman & Patricia 002A-023 2 77,807 2,073
705 487 Sylvester, Armand & Dorothy 004D-011A 3 113,050 3,012
926 1101 Szczgiel, & Gayle, Philip 003B-013B 3.9 199,100 5,304
437 1212 Tague jr, & Judith A, Thomas J 004C-002F 7.97 143,170 3,814
707 794 Tandy Revoc Trust, NE & JC 001D-001 27.8 103,102 2,715
708 490 Tanner, Darold 002A-022F 15.3 30,852 822
520 1 152 Tarbox, & Cheryl A, Robert C 004D-006 4 109,700 2,922
515 912 Tattersall, Jonathan 003B-011 12 96,960 2,583
709 491 Taylor, Dana & Mary 002A-034 9.7 144,850 3,859
710 655 Taylor, Jeffrey 003C-032C 33.7 1,083 29
711 655 Taylor, Jeffrey 004C-027 25.4 91,094 2,427
87 1085 Thayer, Christopher T&Tina P 001A-042 4 96,200 2,563
704 849 Thibeault Jr, Claudia & Jacque 002D-028 5.5 83,500 2,224
717 496 Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma 002B-001 43 112,096 2,986












































































































Taxpayer Name map lot acres gross value $ tax $
Hill Jr, & Melissa Royihill, L 003C-021A 4.2 28,300 754
Hill, David & Patricia 001A-006D 2.5 314 8
Hill David & Patricia 001A-006E 6.5 693 18
Hill David & Patricia 001A-006F 1.6 103 3
Hill Jonathan 001A-011 12 2,900 77
Hill Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-003 29 2,779 74
Hill Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-006 1.15 87,950 2,343
Hill Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-006A 1 125 3
Hill Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-006B 2.75 1,040 28
Hill Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-008 3 253 7
Hill Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-012 1 64 2
Hill Mark 001D-013A 3.4 28,950 771
Hill Rebecca & Jennie Lu 001A-006C 4 649 17
Hill Rebecca & Jennie Lu 001A-009 0.33 20,400 543
Hill Rebecca & Jennie Lu 001A-010 6 1,764 47
Hill Timothy B 001A-028 32 2,219 59
Hill Timothy B 001A-029 5 320 9
Hill & Geraldine, Thomas 004C-023 7 113,400 3,021
Hillock Sr, John 006D-003 1.75 75,100 2,001
Hillock, & Sheri A Reynolds, W 003D-016A 5.49 102,050 2,719
Hoar, Alexander 002C-009 90 18,864 503
Hobbs,& Beatrice Fillian, Edwa 007B-003 35 3,071 82
Hodgman, & Stefanie I Priest, 003D-013 3 57,900 1,542
Hoefer, & Gretchen L, Michael 007B-014C 3.26 130,450 3,475
Hoibrook Family Trust 001B-019 55 4,033 107
Holbrook Family Trust 001B-020 192 196,237 5,228
Holbrook, Sandra 002D-027 6.2 69,200 1,843
Hollenbeck, Burton & Mary E 007B-012H 24.74 292,553 7,794
Holm, Donald & Marion 001B-018 0.5 63,050 1,413
Honkala, Michael 003C-015 90 113,371 3,020
Honkala, Michael 004C-008 151 4,435 118
Hornak, William & Toni 002C-005 45 4,766 127
Hornak, William & Toni 002C-005A 15 1,589 42
Hornak, William & Toni 002C-006 212 26,604 709
Horner, Jeffrey L &Michele M 004D-013B2 4.14 182,700 4,867
Howes, Candace 001B-033 16.2 124,850 3,326
Hulett, Gerald & Marguerite 003D-013B 7 110,800 2,952
Humphrey, Lahoma 002A-026A 6.9 121,325 3,232
Humphrey, Micheal B 004D-008 1.1 74,300 1,979
Hurley, DeniseA 004C-019A1 4.7 136,150 3,627
Huston, & Eveln B, Dennis M 005B-006H 7.9 243,900 6,498
Hybels, Derk 005A-015 85.5 7,610 203
Hybels, Derk 005A-016 38.7 24,050 641
Imon, Wayne & Frances 007B-012B 3.27 182,000 4,848
Island Time Ltd 004D-021 15.1 6,050 161
Island Time Ltd 004D-022 4 25,450 678
Jackson, & Christy M, Christop 005B-020A 6.9 82,350 2,194
Jacobson, Eino & Sara 004D-00K 6.4 138,050 3,678
Jarvis, Donald & Arlene 005B-021 7.74 82,600 2,200
Johnson Family Trust 006A-016 33 9,986 266
Johnson, Albert & Elinor 001A-035A 5.1 15,000 400
85.
ser Act* Taxpayer Name
779 520 Johnson Carl
I Johnson. Clifton
I Mary Jane Jones. Carl
B27 Jose Richard
409 279 Joslm Roger & Ruth
410 280 Karevy. Albert
828 1291 Kazimierczyk. John
274 832 Keane Stephen & Dolores
412 282 Kearnes. Kenneth
112 770 Keenan. James
904 Keenan. James R
413 283 Keene. City Of
414 284 Kelley. &David W Kelley. Eliza
416 286 Kellom Richard
419 1194 Kibler Revocable Trust,, Lewis
421 1 194 Kibler Revocable Trust,, Lewis
420 1194 Kibler Revocable Trust,, Lewis
377 946 Kimball, Peter
369 1057 Kimbrell. Roy W & Sharon E
423 291 Knowtton. Paul & Marie
424 881 Koch. Donna
871 1223 Koch, Julie A
428 295 Kozlowski, Joseph & Marilyn
376 688 Kroll. Charles & Madeline
267 1098 Kruse. Kip R
356 705 Labbe, Linda
431 298 Labelle, Grover & Jeffrey Reese
163 898 Laclair II, Russell & Lisa
642 1245 Ladyga, & Elicia M Boone, Andr
434 300 Laitinen, James & Elaine
933 847 Laliberte, Catherine
367 735 Lancey, Calvin & Lisa
720 1185 Lang, & LuAnne, Keith
873 1015 Lantz, William M & Susan L
874 1015 Lantz, William M & Susan L
250 303 LaPlume,& Judith M, Russel J
768 304 Laughner, Paul
623 1141 Lay & M Elizebeth, Michael
442 307 Lay, Michael & Elizabeth
394 574 Layman, Christine
109 1072 Lee, Martin & Marcia E R
287 1100 Leonard, & Phyllis P, George F
443 308 Lescynski, Henry & Nancy
444 743 Leslie, Richard & Robin
46 1005 Letourneau, Joseph C & Denise
448 311 Lewis MD, Robert
449 311 Lewis MD, Robert
507 31 1 Lewis MD, Robert
445 310 Lewis, Hester
450 312 Lewis. Richard
215 1168 Lewts,& Charlotte&James Jr, Ja
Property Tax Inventory
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006C-001 09 58,150
001A-027A 506 55,050





















































ser Act# Taxpayer Name
451 313 Lllmatainen, Oiva & Eleanor
510 1257 Livingston, Kathy
713 1299 Lounder, Elizabeth A
456 317 Lucey Etal, James R
454 316 Lucey, James & Roberta
455 316 Lucey, James & Roberta
700 1215 Lutz, & Meliaas A, Leighton A
404 1 170 Lynch, & Sean & Erin Darwin, J
485 1169 Maas, & Stephanie, James
229 825 MacNeil, Deborah
457 855 Maden, Suzanne & Phil, co Wolf
686 1228 Maisel, & Judy, Stephen
460 320 Majoy, Peter
578 1149 Marchant Jr, Gerald T
461 321 Marcotte, Kevin
462 858 Margand, Gerald & Catherine
943 858 Margand, Gerald & Catherine
15 1248 Marinello.Tracey A Tryba, Robe
464 324 Marsh, Russell
468 326 Martin- Frances S Declaration,
946 327 Martin Jr, Edward
467 327 Martin Jr, Edward
465 325 Martin Jr, Eunice & Edward
466 325 Martin Jr, Eunice & Edward
422 1238 Martin, & Sarah Bockus, J Wesl
527 1161 Martin, David L
160 1079 Martin, William
396 1159 Mason, & Eleana R, Donna L
408 1089 Massi, & Robyn Filliman, David
107 793 Mastrogiovanni, PAUL & Roberta
470 755 Mattson, Eleanor
928 980 Maynard, Arthur Jr & Corey
937 1252 McAdams, & Nancy OGrady, Timot
473 332 McCaffrey, William & Margot
477 334 McCarthy, Richard & Elizabeth
291 1099 McCaul, & Heather R Canfield,
478 335 McCobb, Ralph & Doreen
364 985 McDermott, Daniel H
172 842 McDonald, Brian & Brenda
373 1298 McDonnell, Kathryn
479 336 McGarry, Winifred
539 1292 McGivern, Tracy A
258 627 McGrath, Anne
645 988 McKinstry, Allan & Darleen
481 338 McLeod, Charles
940 338 McLeod, Charles
482 678 McWha, William
784 1225 McWhirk, James D
587 340 McWhirk, Kathryn
486 342 Menter, John & Sheila
488 344 Merrifield, Francis & Velma
Tax Inventory
2002
map lot acres gross value $ tax $
003B-004D 10.3 118,500 2,890
006A-019A 4.5 97,000 2,584
003D-005C 3.13 23,200 618
001A-034 46 5,773 154
001A-036 27.5 3,451 92
001A-038 9 125,950 3,355
004D-003A 23.5 85,850 2,287
006A-021 45 62,056 1,653
006A-015 1.1 79,700 2,123
001B-023C 3.62 118,400 3,154
003D-012 66 5,565 148
002B-0CC 5.8 110,700 2,812
002B-011A 33.5 129,400 3,447
002B-0HH 2.1 98,566 2,626
001D-013D 20.51 107,550 2,865
004C-002J 3.8 114,650 3,054
004C-02J1 3.1 119,400 3,181
004C-032 3.64 80,050 2,133
006A-014 0.5 63,650 1,429
006A-024 2 23,250 619
006A-017A 2 20,000 533
007B-001 56.6 32,994 879
006A-017 20 11,466 305
007B-002 30 64,999 1,732
002B-00L 3.5 71,351 1,901
004D-00I 6.3 91,350 2,434
002D-010 25 54,600 1,455
003B-001A 2 26,500 706
002A-028 5 103,100 2,747
001B-032 1 103,100 2,747
005A-013 13.7 111,700 2,976
001C-005K 3.4 54,550 1,453
007B-004B 3.57 104,650 2,788
005B-011 105 13,176 351
002A-032A 31.6 162,569 4,331
001B-028 28.7 230,540 6,142
004A-020 0.11 43,800 1,167
003B-004A 4.2 126,700 3,375
001C-025 5.7 117,050 3,118
002A-032G 5.3 97,550 2,599
003D-001C 7.3 97,050 2,585
001C-006 1.2 6,000 160
007B-020 1.76 50,750 1,352
004D-026 3.09 175,550 4,677
005A-019A 3.02 132,479 3,263
005A-019B 7.6 487 13
006C-002 0.42 40,700 1,084
001A-037A 3 82,150 2,188
001A-013 1 109,150 2,908
004C-029 2.5 49,400 1,316




<t> -V:» 1 axpayer Name map lot acres gross value $ tax $
d Jerald & Susan 001B-010 2.7 77,400 2,062
490 MS Mernfield Jerald & Susan 003C-021C 17 38,000 1,012
491 346 Merwin Augustus & Eleanor 001D-006 39 79 129,953 3,462
'.' .aros Frank & Manane 007A-012 33 167,000 4,449
561 1 Miller, & Maryellen & Andy R. 001B-023D 216 136,300 3,631
580 1296 Mills. & Sharon, Jerry 001C-004 51 120,600 3,213
606 Miner, Susan, co Susan Mann 001C-005B 5 51,800 1,380
348 Modem, Mark & Cynthia 003C-032A 56 111,950 2,982
494 349 Monadnock Trust 002C-001 146.4 9,381 250
495 349 Monadnock Trust 002C-004 100 6,408 171
496 350 Mondello, Eileen & Dominick 001D-016 67 95,800 2,552
500 354 Morgan Reserve Association 002B-016 390 59,511 1,585
501 355 Monarty. Cornelius & Elaine 007A-014 2.5 100,600 2,680
502 356 Monn Ludger & Theresa 005B-019D 6 104,950 2,796
119 1052 Morns et al. Steven R 005C-006 2 129,400 3,447
504 358 Morns. Paul & Sandra 004C-015 184 136,100 3,626
505 359 Morse, Elmer 001C-009 4.8 3,850 103
469 656 Morton, John C 004D-00H 5.6 115,500 3,077
565 908 Mountford III. James & Heather 007D-008 1 66,750 1,778
508 362 Mueller. Donald & Suzanne 004A-018 29 182,193 4,854
509 817 Mulkern Trust, Sylvia 004C-002A 3.61 90,150 2,402
777 570 Muller, Keith 003D-005 15 120,096 3,199
818 647 Mullins, Virgil 002A-026J 5.1 101,150 2,695
511 647 Mullins. Virgil 002A-027 1 22,300 594
796 897 Murdock, Donald 005A-01
1
2 131,350 3,499
517 370 Nearing, Kimberly 007B-012E 3.05 169,900 4,526
518 371 Nettleton, Mark & Hilary 002B-009 3.7 93,800 2,499
139 1158 Newell, & Samanthe, Antony L 002D-026 9.7 142,950 3,808
51 1095 O'Bnen, & Edward O'Brien Jr, 005B-008F 14.6 936 25
427 787 O'Brien, Michael & Pamela 007B-012F 3.03 137,300 3,658
528 378 O'Brien, Robert & Laurie 007B-012A 3.06 161,600 4,305
535 383 Olney, Daniel T & Carolyn M 002B-006 166 133,744 3,563
183 1191 Onsurez, Man/Ann 004D-007 0.8 73,050 1,946
532 381 O'Rorke, Hugh & Teresa 003D-005D 3.17 116,750 3,110
398 766 Oxx, Gordon & Carol 001A-027 34.6 81,712 2,177
558 388 Packard, Robert 003C-021D 27.6 132,926 3,541
320 1 188 Page, & Mary E, Stanley G 005B-006D 12.58 159,450 4,248
559 389 Page, James 003A-019 26 15,600 416
560 390 Page, Joanna 005A-021 57 3,166 84
237 1204 Panzer, & Bridget, Randy 004C-007 190.3 134,405 3,581
216 1171 Pappas, et al, James M 001B-021 16.3 688 18
881 746 Paragon Communications 004C-017 2 21,500 573
875 1205 Parrott, & Candi L Hagar, Gary 007B-014H 4.35 97,540 2,598
618 744 Patch, Gregg 003D-024 2.28 70,700 1,883
98 60 Patch. Kevin 002B-010A 5.05 132,123 3,520
948 1150 Patnode, Donna 003D-006A 32,603 869
564 394 Patnode, William 003D-006 21.62 80,910 2,155
400 1224 Pearsall, Elizabeth, William 002A-014 1 83,650 2,228
568 396 Pearsall, William 002A-003 36 1,092 29
569 396 Pearsall, William 002A-004 11 430 11




ser Act# Taxpayer Name map lot acres gross value $ tax$
718 496 Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma 002B-0OS 1.2 57,950 1,544
43 91 1 Tietgens Jr, Christian 002A-022B 5.17 78,892 2,102
945 91 1 Tietgens Jr, Christian 002A-022B1 25.33 914 24
178 1044 Toegel, Daniel R & Martha J 001D-015 8.5 113,545 3,025
723 501 Tolman, Bernard & Evelyn 002D-020 5 1,000 27
677 1258 Toner, & Jennifer L, Anthony J 005D-002A 3.37 26,350 702
383 831 Tonweber, Joseph & Patricia 002A-022A 29.4 195,450 5,207
724 502 Torrey, Shaun & Lisa 001A-044 9 168,900 4,500
725 503 Tourigny, Ross & Kathryn 002B-010B 16.06 146,893 3,913
726 504 Towle, Kevin A 002C-008 61 6,461 172
957 1243 Traegeri, & Lisa, Scott 004C-034F 6.13 24,750 659
471 1092 Troughton, Roberta L 004C-013 6.2 108,750 2,897
763 644 True Revocable Trust, Victoria 001D-012B 25.1 41,750 1,112
765 511 Underwood, Kim 003B-017 0.5 66,200 1,764
897 592 United States Government 006A-001 - -
514 1081 Urquhart, David L & Marie C 004C-025 76.4 6,392 170
766 512 Van Brocklin, Hugh & Allison 002A-032E 5.5 155,700 4,148
767 513 Van Brocklin, Robert & Sylvia 004A-022 47.1 57,573 1,001
614 1227 Van Dover, Mark 008B-001 190.5 12,207 325
770 516 VanValzah, Robert H 005B-016 26 2,814 75
771 516 VanValzah, Robert H 005B-017 2 2,900 77
772 516 VanValzah, Robert H 005B-018 3.58 84,850 2,260
773 516 VanValzah, Robert H 005B-018B 14.7 1,591 42
774 516 VanValzah, Robert H 005B-019E 18.2 1,970 52
775 844 Vaughan, Debra 001D-013C 12.05 124,000 3,303
786 1239 Vetre, &Patricia, Francis 002B-008 1 5,000 133
929 1202 Vetre,& Patrica, Francis 002B-005A 3.03 96,036 2,292
487 1241 Wagner, & Cheryl A, Edward P 004C-030 2.5 155,650 4,147
273 792 Wahl, John 001B-031 14.7 98,468 2,623
781 522 Walton living Trust, Althea V 002B-0FF 3 35,000 932
629 896 Watt, Allison 004D-018B 14.77 2,664 71
389 661 Watt, William & Allison 002A-002 28.04 3,519 94
149 661 Watt, William & Allison 002A-002A 5.86 183,100 4,878
390 661 Watt, William & Allison 004D-018 19.54 5,602 149
831 788 WDK Realty Trust 007B-024A 3 4,500 120
785 526 Webber, C Richard & F Patricia 005C-007 1 128,400 3,421
787 528 Weekes, Robert 004D-012 6.8 115,950 3,089
447 528 Weekes, Robert 004D-013 10.2 1,280 34
788 528 Weekes, Robert 004D-014 14.1 185,369 4,938
755 784 Weinstein, Emanuel & Ruth 005D-001 161.1 17,435 464
484 1251 Weisel, David E 003B-003A 3 54,950 1,464
699 863 Welch, Judith & Paula 004D-00N 10.4 168,400 4,486
325 1124 Werle, Elspeth I 007A-006A 148 9,259 247
326 1124 Werle, Elspeth I 007A-006B 115 4,596 122
327 1124 Werle, Elspeth I 007A-006C 78 3,228 86
328 1124 Werle, Elspeth I 007A-007 34 2,493 66
783 1193 Westover, & Nancy Askin, Dana 001A-037 3 93,200 2,483
789 529 Wharton III, Robert 005B-003 12 3,631 97
790 529 Wharton III, Robert 005B-003A 3.6 102,134 2,721
689 1130 Wharton,& Jeannine M, Richard 003C-009 86 10,637 283




Sc1 Act* Taxpayet Name map lot acres gross value $ tax $
563 1080 White Bn 003C-022 2.1 71,350 1,901
B White. Russell & Judith 003D-001D 35 36,572 974
3 White Russell & Judith 005B-008G 159 1,019 27
Whitham, Walden & Kathleen 004C-005 188 116,600 3,106
856 Whitney. Richard 004A-015 1 83,700 2,230
799 Whitney. Robert & Dawn 001B-038 1 85,650 2,282
BOO 538 Whitten. Randy W 005A-023 16 19,339 515
801 539 Whittum. Lewis 005B-005C 36 150,700 4,015
573 1088 Wilcox. Jeanette M 001D-013E 236 28,943 771
802 1074 Wildeimuth. Dwight A& JoAnne L 003D-008 5 76,500 2,038
379 877 Wilkins. Raymond & Carole 001C-005A 5 66,800 1,780
803 541 Wilkos. Joseph 006A-019D 52 190,570 5,077
804 879 Willett. Anne 003B-021 52 98,950 2,636
387 645 Williams. Theodore 002A-002C 3.01 78,900 2,102
:65 864 Williamson. Anne 005D-005 9.5 64,050 1,706
266 864 Williamson, Anne 005D-006 4.8 602 16
769 1157 Williamson, John A 002B-0EE 3.1 66,450 1,770
806 707 Wilson, Penelope trust, co Pen 007A-008E 42 168,850 4,498
807 707 Wilson, Penelope trust, co Pen 007A-008F 3.79 24,200 645
425 834 Wojciechowski, Gene & Barbara 007B-012C 19.05 281,759 7,506
872 834 Wojciechowski, Gene & Barbara 007B-014E 3.19 204 5
778 1008 Wolf Creek Investments 003D-005E 118.6 71,264 1,898
458 1008 Wolf Creek Investments 003D-015 15 1,882 50
538 1008 Wolf Creek Investments 005A-020 27 2,176 58
253 829 Woodward, 1 999Revocable Trust, 005B-006B 10.3 1,293 34
809 546 Woodward, Revocable Trust, Norm 005B-006C 11.7 150,550 4,011
438 1 102 Wrobleski, & Christine M, Will 003D-014 7.6 100,293 2,672
439 1 102 Wrobleski, & Christine M, Will 003D-014A 4.4 552 15
810 547 Wyman, George & Margaret 004C-031 6.16 98,150 2,615
812 548 Yale Univ, c/o Dir schl Forest 003A-008 55 3,687 98
813 548 Yale Univ, c/o Dir schl Forest 003A-009 48 2,666 71
814 548 Yale Univ, c/o Dir schl Forest 003A-010 47 2,610 70
815 548 Yale Univ, c/o Dir schl Forest 003A-01
1
44 2,444 65
817 550 Yost, Mary 003B-014B 14 1,483
tax base
40
1,438,281
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